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Abstract
A Cyber-Physical System integrates computations and dynamics of physical processes.
It is an engineering discipline focused on technology with a strong foundation in mathe-
matical abstractions. It shares many of these abstractions with engineering and computer
science, but still requires adaptation to suit the dynamics of the physical world.
In such a dynamic system, mobility management is one of the key issues against devel-
oping a new service. For example, in the study of a new mobile network, it is necessary to
simulate and evaluate a protocol before deployment in the system. Mobility models char-
acterize mobile agent movement patterns. On the other hand, they describe the conditions
of the mobile services.
The focus of this thesis is on mobility modeling in cyber-physical systems. A macro-
scopic model that captures the mobility of individuals (people and vehicles) can facilitate
an unlimited number of applications. One fundamental and obvious example is traffic pro-
filing. Mobility in most systems is a dynamic process and small non-linearities can lead to
substantial errors in the model.
Extensive research activities on statistical inference and filtering methods for data mod-
eling in cyber-physical systems exist. In this thesis, several methods are employed for mul-
timodal data fusion, localization and traffic modeling. A novel energy-aware sparse signal
processing method is presented to process massive sensory data.
At baseline, this research examines the application of statistical filters for mobility
modeling and assessing the difficulties faced in fusing massive multi-modal sensory data.
A statistical framework is developed to apply proposed methods on available measurements
in cyber-physical systems. The proposed methods have employed various statistical filter-
ing schemes (i.e., compressive sensing, particle filtering and kernel-based optimization) and
applied them to multimodal data sets, acquired from intelligent transportation systems,
wireless local area networks, cellular networks and air quality monitoring systems. Exper-
imental results show the capability of these proposed methods in processing multimodal
sensory data. It provides a macroscopic mobility model of mobile agents in an energy
efficient way using inconsistent measurements.
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Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) are combinations of computation, networking, and phys-
ical processes. As an engineering discipline, CPS focused on technology, with a strong
foundation in mathematical abstractions to model physical processes. Figure 1.1 shows
a concept map of CPS that reveals tight interaction between information (e.g., applica-
tions, cyber security) and physical worlds (e.g., wireless sensors, control systems). This
interaction requires an integration of new technologies and infrastructures (systems), and
a reliable mobility model is one of the requirements in developing such new systems. This
PhD thesis tackles mobility modeling as a key problem in the domain of CPS. We describe
and analyze several statistical filtering methods to model the mobile agents mobility from
multimodal sensory data. The proposed methods have been applied to different datasets
for proof of concept.
1.1 Motivation
Mobility is one of the key characteristics in CPS. It impacts many aspects of CPS, includ-
ing network capacity and routing performance. Mobility models maintain the status of
mobile agents over time, including their location, velocity and acceleration changes. New
communication and navigation techniques use such models frequently during their devel-
opment as they can predict future user positions. In the study of a new mobile protocol,
it is necessary to simulate the protocol and evaluate its performance before deployment
under different communication traffic patterns.
Modeling mobility in CPS is a key problem for developing new systems and proto-
cols. Ideally, every mobility model must capture realistic mobility patterns through a
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Figure 1.1: Cyber-Physical Systems
mathematically tractable approach with high flexibility in providing parametric mobility
characteristics. Both analytical and simulation models can be used to describe the move-
ment patterns or activity of a mobile user. The input to analytical mobility models requires
simplified assumptions on the movement behaviors of users. These assumptions can yield
performance measurements for simple cases through mathematical analysis. In contrast,
simulation models consider more detailed and realistic scenarios that can derive valuable
solutions for increasingly complex cases.
To extract a macroscopic model in CPS, we must process multi-modal data sources,
encompassing a variety of modalities by integrating data from different sensors and methods
(e.g., navigation systems, cameras, accelerometers, light sensors, Bluetooth, microphones,
Wi-Fi, cell triangulation, near field communication, indoor positioning and environmental
analysis). In such cases, multimodal (i.e., radio, audio and video) data fusion achieves
robust and reliable results. It leverages complementing mechanisms to make the best out
of the characteristics of an individual modality. Multimodal data fusion also overcomes
single modality limitations and difficulties, attracting much interest in both industry and
academia over the last decade.
This PhD thesis is concerned with mobility modeling in cyber physical systems. Mo-
bility modeling is an interdisciplinary research discipline that spans interesting domains of
science, including, wireless sensor networks, robotics, stochastic processes and statistical
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or sparse signal processing. It revolves around a multimodal dataset that is able to capture
mobility patterns in a CPS (e.g., transportation, energy, healthcare, and aerospace). In
such CPS, every mobile user or element can be interpreted as a single mobile sensor. Figure
1.2 shows a variety of aspects in mobility modeling. The topic is relatively new and has
received increased attention in recent years, especially when it relates to nonparametric,
nonlinear filtering methods.
Figure 1.2: Aspects of the mobility modeling problem.
1.2 Thesis Contributions and Challenges
1.2.1 Problem Statement and Objectives
The focus of this research is on mobility modeling in CPS at the macroscopic level. Extract-
ing a macroscopic mobility model enables the profiling of traffic conditions and hence can
facilitate a wide range of applications. The thesis addresses the issue of mobility modeling
through the use of statistical inference and filtering methods. Mobility in most systems is a
dynamic data intensive process in which small non-linearities can lead to substantial error
rates. The thesis proposes statistical filtering methods, i.e., particle filters, compressive
sensing and kernel-based optimization for processing of multimodal sensory data to derive
a robust mobility profile (Figure 1.3).
1.2.2 Adaptive Particle Weighting for Multimodal Data fusion
Since their introduction as optimal estimation in non-linear, and non-Gaussian state-space
problems in 1993, particle filters have become a popular class of algorithms to solve such
problems numerically by recursive observations. They constitute an efficient and flexible
way to approximate nonlinear functions. Their efficiency and accuracy depend mainly
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Figure 1.3: Thesis contributions to tackle mobility modeling in CPS.
on two key factors: the number of particles and the propagation function to re-allocate
particles at each iteration. The thesis proposes an adaptive method to weigh the parti-
cles generated for filtering the multi-modal data. Furthermore, the thesis presents a self-
adaptive particle weighted to select an appropriate number of particles and their weights
when handling multimodal data.
1.2.3 Parametric Kernel Optimization for Mobility Modeling
In parametric minimum distance estimation, quantification of the degree-of-closeness be-
tween the sample data and the parametric model is a crucial step. In this thesis, the
distance between a sample data and a model is formulated as a parametric function. In
parametric inference, robustness is a concern, but the goal is to reduce the impact of in-
consistent measurements within the model. We are interested in magnifying the small
deviations from the hypothesized model to achieve greater performance. The collected
position samples capture mobile user measurements (e.g., floating car data) under the as-
sumption of Generalized Gaussian Density. The thesis proposes to use the Localized Cumu-
lative Distribution function along with the estimated parameters to minimize the distance
between the probability densities centered at mobile agent positions and the non-mobile
references (anchors) as points-of-interests. The distance is minimized through quadratic
programming and is subsequently used to derive the optimized weights of the kernels in the
approximated probability density function of position samples. The estimated probability
distribution function is used to interpolate the densities for different points-of-interests.
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1.2.4 Energy-Efficient State Recovery
The mobility data and signals tend to be sparse. Recent years have seen renewed interest
in the area of compressed sensing of sparse data and signals. Results in this area show that
a sparse signal may be recovered from a small number of random linear measurements.
To achieve this, the measurement matrix must meet certain conditions such as restricted
isometry properties. The thesis proposes an energy-efficient, state recovery method for
large-scale sensor networks based on the compressive sensing theory.
A sparse representation of sensory data is proposed as means to reconstruct mobility
information from a few noisy measurements compared to the number of nodes. The problem
is considered to be an under-determined linear system and the sparse solution provided by
`1-minimization. In the case of dense signals in the time domain, it is possible to transform
the signal to the frequency domain. The thesis investigates different sensing matrices to
have the most energy-efficient, state recovery scheme. The performance of the proposed
method is investigated with respect to power consumption and signal reconstruction error
through mean-squared-error analysis. The proposed method can be adopted in large-scale
sensor networks with slowly varying signals that are highly compressible. Applying this
method to massive sensory data in wireless sensor networks improves resource utilization
in many resource constrained applications.
Table 1.1: A list of proposed methods
Problem Aspect Algorithm CPS POC Application
Multimodal Data Fusion Particle Filters GSM Localization
Sparse State Estimation Compressive Sensing WiFi Localization
Mobility Modeling Kernel-Based Optimization ITS Density Estimation
Energy-Aware State Recovery Compressive Sensing WSN Monitoring
1.3 Thesis Outline
Table 1.1 summarizes different aspects of mobility modeling problem that we tackle in this
thesis. We propose solutions based on well-known modeling techniques. All solutions are
evaluated in the context of relevant applications. Each solution is rigorously evaluated
based on real sensor measurements such as cellular network measurement reports, float-
ing car data in intelligent transportation system, air quality monitoring systems, wireless
network measurements. Test and validation results are compared to ground truth data for
performance comparison with similar methods in the literature..
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The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2: Background and Literature Review
This chapter provides a brief overview of existing methods and concepts. Topics covered
include probabilistic filtering, localization, mobility modeling, data fusion and compressive
sensing.
Chapter 3: Multimodal Data Fusion for Localization and Mobility Tracking
This chapter describes a novel multimodal probabilistic data fusion scheme. This
scheme has been used later to localize mobile users in cellular networks from inconsis-
tent radio-visual measurements. A series of vision-based algorithms is applied to extract
user locations from monocular vision. This location information is augmented with loca-
tion information obtained from the cellular network. A probabilistic framework based on
particle filters is developed and employed to fuse the bimodal data so as to localize the
mobile user. To achieve high accuracy, an adaptive particle weighting scheme is developed
based on visual information available about the surrounding of the mobile user.
Chapter 4: Mobility Estimation from Sparse Measurements
Mobility models in CPS demand high degree of accuracy in state (i.e., position, velocity,
acceleration) estimation of mobile agents, especially when sparse measurements are avail-
able due to some restrictions. Accurate state estimation of mobile agents has long been
considered as a challenging task in wireless networks. This chapter is concerned with the
sensor state estimation problems where target sensors measure a few inconsistent signals
as received-signal-strength or time-of-arrival from anchor sensors with known locations,
where the target sensor location must be estimated and tracked. It is known that even in
large-scale wireless sensor networks, location information is relatively sparse compared to
the number of sensors. In such networks, the mobility state problem can be stated as a
sparse signal recovery problem in the discrete spatial domain from a small number of linear
measurements by solving an under-determined linear system. Exploitation of compressive
sensing theory enables us to recover sparse signals from far fewer samples than the Nyquist
sampling rate. The CS approach uses a few inconsistent measurements to find the wireless
device location over a non-symmetric spatial grid. In this method, a `1-norm minimization
program is used to recover the wireless user location. The system performance is measured
with both synthetic and captured data indoors.
Chapter 5: Kernel-Based Optimization for Mobility Modeling
Traffic estimation and prediction services play a key role in intelligent transportation
systems. The performance of such systems is heavily dependent on the availability of traffic
flow information. The ability of the system to analyze the different types of floating car
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data also impacts estimates. In this chapter, we propose a parametric statistical method
to model the traffic flow from floating car data. The localized cumulative distribution
distance between Gaussian kernels is minimized through quadratic optimization. Then, the
optimized weights of the Gaussian mixtures are used to estimate the traffic density on the
points-of-interest. Road geospatial coordinates are employed as optimization constraints
and also as Priori knowledge on kernel means and bandwidths. A probabilistic framework
is developed to extract system parameters by modeling the measurements through use
of a generalized Gaussian density function. Computational complexity relaxed by linear
approximation of kernel weights and its effect on performance was measured. The proposed
approach is applied to real measurements of floating car data obtained from the cellular
network measurement reports.
Chapter 6: Energy-Efficient State Recovery in Cyber Physical Systems
The compressive sensing theory has intensively inspired the development of the new
methods and applications. Energy conservation for every node in the network and the
overall power consumption are key design issues in such networks. In large-scale sensor
networks, information is relatively sparse compared with the number of nodes. In such
networks, the state recovery problem can be stated as a sparse signal recovery problem in
the discrete spatial domain. It can be solved with a small number of linear measurements
as an under-determined linear system by a `1-norm minimization program. A series of
signal processing methods can be applied to recover the current state of sensory data, e.g.,
temperature, pressure, force, flow, humidity, position, or motion from noisy measurements.
We propose an energy-efficient state recovery method for sensor networks that recovers a
dense signal from sparse measurements. To obtain a sparse representation of the signal,
first it is transformed to the frequency-domain, then recovered and reconstructed from a
small portion of coefficients. Various random matrices driven from Bernoulli and Gaussian
distributions are investigated for energy-efficient sensing in signal reconstruction. The
results demonstrate more than sixty percent savings in power consumption with ten percent
reconstruction and recovery error. The proposed method prolongs network lifetime with
noticeable savings in deployment and maintenance costs, especially in large-scale sensor
networks with slowly varying phenomena.
Chapter 7: Summary and Future Directions
This chapter discusses future research and summarizes the contributions of this thesis.
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Chapter 2
Background and Literature Review
This chapter provides a brief overview of methods and concepts to be employed in this
thesis. The thesis is an interdisciplinary research that spans a number of research fields,
including probabilistic filters, localization, mobility models, data fusion and compressive
sensing. Section 2.1 describes the probabilistic filtering methods used for data fusion.
Section 2.2 is a comprehensive review on the compressive sensing theory which has been
employed in energy-efficient motion state recovery and sparse signal processing. Data
fusion taxonomy is reviewed in Section 2.3. In Section 2.4, we review current localization
methods in wireless networks. Localization is a key problem in many research areas (e.g.,
robotics, wireless sensor networks, cyber-physical systems). It is also a building block in
mobility models and used as a case study in. Finally, current mobility models in CPS are
reviewed in Section 2.5.
2.1 Probabilistic Filtering
In this section, I briefly review the main concepts (i.e., stochastic filtering theory, Bayesian
theory, and Monte Carlo theory) in probabilistic filtering theory as bases of the proposed
mobility modeling. Mathematical preliminaries and background materials are also pro-
vided. Table 2.1 lists some of well-known methods on statistical filtering, inference and
estimation.
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Table 2.1: Statistical filtering, inference and estimation methods
Filtering Inference Estimation
Bayesian Filters Bayesian Inference Compressed Sensing
Kalman Filters Dempster-Shafer Inference Maximum Likelihood
Particle Filters Fuzzy Logic Maximum A Posterior






British researcher Thomas Bayes originally proposed Bayesian theory in a posthumous
publication in 1763. The well-known Bayes theorem describes the fundamental probabil-
ity law governing the process of logical inference. However, Bayesian theory did not gain
attention in its early days until its modern form was rediscovered by the French mathemati-
cian Pierre-Simon de Laplace. Bayesian inferencedevoted to applying Bayesian statistics
to statistical inferencehas become one of the important branches in statistics and has been
applied successfully in statistical decision, detection and estimation, pattern recognition,
and machine learning. In particular, the November 19 issue of 1999 science magazine gave
Bayesian research a boom in popularity in a four-page special [73]. In many scenarios, the
solutions gained through Bayesian inference are viewed as optimal [125, 50].
2.1.2 Stochastic Filters
Stochastic filtering theory was established in the early 1940s as a result of Norbert Wiener
and Andrey N. Kolmogorovs pioneering work and culminated in 1960 for the publication
of the classic Kalman filter. Much credit should also be given to some earlier works by
Bode and Shannon, and Zadeh and Ragazzini. Without any exaggeration, it is fair to
say that the Kalman filters have dominated adaptive filter theory for decades in signal
processing and control areas. Kalman filters have been applied in various engineering and
scientific areas, including: communications, machine learning, neuroscience, economics,
finance, political science and many others. Bearing in mind that the Kalman filter is
limited by its assumptions, numerous nonlinear filtering methods have been proposed and
developed to overcome this limitation [24]. Table 2.2 shows the development chronicle of
stochastic filtering theory.
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Table 2.2: Development history of stochastic filtering theory [24]
Author Year Method Solution Comment
Kolmogorov 1941 innovations exact linear, stationary
Wiener 1942 spectral factorization exact linear, stationary, infinite memory
Levinson 1947 lattice filter approximate linear, stationary, finite memory
Bode and Shannon 1950 innovations, whitening exact linear, stationary
Zadeh and Ragazzini 1950 innovations, whitening exact linear, non-stationary
Kalman 1960 orthogonal projection exact LQG, non-stationary, discrete
Kalman and Bucy 1961 recursive Riccati equation exact LQG, non-stationary, continuous
Stratonovich 1960 conditional Markov process exact nonlinear, non-stationary
Kushner 1967 PDE exact nonlinear, non-stationary
Zakai 1969 PDE exact nonlinear, non-stationary
Handschin and Mayne 1969 Monte Carlo approximate nonlinear, non-Gaussian, non-stationary
Bucy and Senne 1971 point-mass, Bayes approximate nonlinear, non-Gaussian, non-stationary
Kailath 1971 innovations exact linear, non-Gaussian, non-stationary
Benes 1981 Benes exact solution of Zakai equation. nonlinear, finite-dimensional
Daum 1986 Daum, virtual measurement exact solution of FPK equation. nonlinear, finite-dimensional
Gordon, Salmond and Smith 1993 bootstrap, sequential Monte Carlo approximate nonlinear, non-Gaussian, non-stationary
Julier and Uhlmann 1997 unscented transformation approximate nonlinear, non-Gaussian, derivative-free
2.1.3 State-Space Models
Dynamical systems are often modeled using a state-space framework, where the phe-
nomenon of interest is viewed as the unknown state of the system (Figure 2.1). The
state of the system is estimated based on observations- often contaminated by noise. The
state-space model is often assumed to be linear:
xt+1 = Ftxt +Gtut (2.1)
yt = Htxt + vt (2.2)
where t = 0, 1, 2, ... is the time index, xtεR
m is the state vector, ytεR
k is the measure-
ment vector, and utεR
p and vtεR
q are independent noise vectors. In these equations, Ft,
Gt, and Ht are known matrices. The second-order statistics of the noise vectors Ut, Vt
and the initial state X0 are known. The well-known Kalman filter recursively produces
the so-called linear MMSE estimator of Xt and the linear MMSE predictor of Xt+1 given
all the data Y0:t = (Y0, Y1, ..., Yt) available at time t. If the noise sequences and the ini-
tial state are Gaussian, the estimates are also MMSE estimates. In many problems, the
noise in non-Gaussian and/or the linear model (2.2) is invalid. The performance of the
Kalman filter can be disastrous in such cases, e.g., the filter may fail to track its target.
The extended Kalman filter can cope with some nonlinear models by using relaxing of the
state equation around the predicted state. However, this filter may still perform poorly
if the relaxation is crude and/or the noise statistics are strongly non-Gaussian. This has
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motivated the development of algorithms for nonlinear state-space models in which opti-
mal MMSE estimators and predictors are produced by a nonlinear recursive filter. The
state-space model is as follows:
xt+1 = ft(xt, ut) (2.3)
yt = ht(xt, vt) (2.4)
where the mappings ft : R
m×Rp → Rm and ht : Rm×Rq → Rk are assumed to be
known, as are the pdf’s pUt(ut) and pVt(vt) for the noise vectors, and the pdf pX0(x0) of
the initial state. Today particle filtering methods are widely applied to problems arising
in communications, image and video processing, and statistics. The Bayesian approach
requires a cost function C(xt, x̂t) , the posterior pdf p(xt|y0:t) and p(xt+1|y0:t). For MMSE
estimation, we have C(xt, x̂t) = ‖xt − x̂t‖2. The optimal estimator and predictor are given








xt+1 p(xt|y0:t) dxt+1 (2.6)
The posterior pdf can be evaluated recursively using the two-step prediction and update
procedure. Due to the curse of dimensionality, evaluation of such integrals (one for each
xt!) using deterministic quadrature methods is generally computationally infeasible. The
modern approach to recursive MMSE filtering is therefore to use stochastic integration
methods. The particle filter, also called bootstrap filter, is a sequential Monte Carlo
method which outputs a stochastic approximation to x̂t|t and x̂t+1|t in 2.6.















Figure 2.1: Typical State-Space Model
where the N samples Xt(i), 1 ≤ i ≤ N , are drawn iid from the posterior pdf p(xt|Y0:t),
and similarly, the N samples X∗t+1(i), 1 ≤ i ≤ N , are drawn iid from the posterior pdf
p(xt+1|Y0:t). The second idea (to avoid computation of the integrals giving the posterior
pdfs from which the samples are drawn) is to reuse the samples Xt(i), 1 ≤ i ≤ N , to
generate X∗t+1(i), 1 ≤ i ≤ N . The number of particles should be large enough so that the
stochastic approximations to conditional expectations are accurate, but how large should
N be? The biggest problem is the potential weak overlap of the likelihood p(yt+1|xt+1) and
the prior p(xt+1|y0:t), which can cause the same samples to be reused many times, leading to
an effective number of samples that is much smaller than N. This problem becomes more
significant in higher dimensions. Various methods have been proposed in the statistics
literature that alleviate this problem to some extent [14, 3, 98].
2.1.4 Monte-Carlo Methods
The early idea of the Monte Carlo method can be traced back to the problem of Bufion’s
needle when Bufion attempted in 1777 to estimate the π number. Modern formulations
such the Monte Carlo methods started during the 1940s in physics and later during the
1950s in statistics. During World War II, John von Neumann, Stanislaw Ulam, Niick
Metropolis and others initialized the Monte Carlo method in Los Alamos Laboratory [79].
Von Neumann also used the Monte Carlo method to calculate the elements of an inverse
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matrix, in which they redefined the Russian roulette and splitting methods. In recent
decades, the Monte Carlo techniques have been rediscovered independently in statistics,
physics and engineering. Many new Monte Carlo methodologies (e.g., Bayesian bootstrap,
hybrid Monte Carlo, quasi Monte Carlo) have been rejuvenated and developed. Roughly
speaking, the Monte Carlo technique is a kind of stochastic sampling approach aiming to
tackle complex systems that are analytically intractable. The power of the Monte Carlo
methods is that they can attack difficult numerical integration problems. In recent years,
sequential Monte Carlo approaches have attracted more and more attention to researchers
from different areas with many successful applications in statistics, signal processing, ma-
chine learning, econometrics, automatic control, tracking, communications, biology and
many others. One of the attractive merits of sequential Monte Carlo approaches lies in the
fact that they allow on-line estimation by combining the powerful Monte Carlo sampling
methods with Bayesian inference at an expense of reasonable computational cost. In par-
ticular, the sequential Monte Carlo approach has been used in parameter estimation and
state estimation, for the latter of which it is sometimes called particle filter [34].
The basic concept of the particle filter is to use a number of independent random vari-
ables called particles, sampled directly from the state-space, to represent the posterior
probability and update the posterior by involving the new observations; the particle sys-
tem is properly located, weighted and propagated recursively according to the Bayesian
rule. The formal establishment of the particle filter seems to be accurate due to Gordon,
Salmond and Smith who introduced certain novel resampling techniques to the formulation.
At the same time, a number of statisticians also independently rediscovered and developed
the sampling-importance-resampling (SIR) idea, which was originally proposed in a non-
dynamic framework. The rediscovery and renaissance of particle filters in the mid-1990s
after a long dominant period was partially thanks to the ever increasing computing power.
Recently, a lot of work has been done to improve the performance of particle filters. It
is noted that the particle filter is not the only leaf in the Bayesian filtering tree, in the
sense that Bayesian filtering can also be tackled with other techniques, such as differential
geometry approach, variational method or conjugate method. Some potential future direc-
tions will be to consider combining these methods with Monte Carlo sampling techniques
[24, 111]. Table 2.3 shows a list of the most popular Monte Carlo methods.
We can consider the sequential estimation of the mobility of a user within the Bayesian
framework. Since the process u is unknown, we consider a hybrid particle that fully charac-
terizes the target state and mode. The mobility state xk can be evaluated from the condi-
tional probability density function p(xk|z1:k) and the set of measurements z1:k = z1, ..., zk
up to time instant k via the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation:
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Table 2.3: A list of popular Monte-Carlo methods [24]
Author Method Inference
Metropolis MCMC off line
Marshall importance sampling on/off line
N/A rejection sampling off line
N/A stratified sampling on/off line
Hastings MCMC off line
Geman and Geman Gibbs sampling off line
Handschin and Mayne SIS off line
Rubin multiple imputation off line
Rubin SIR on/off line
Gordon et al. bootstrap on line
Duane et al. HMC on/off line
N/A QMC on/off line
Chen and Schmeiser hit-and-run MC off line
N/A slice sampling off line





after the arrival of the measurement zk at time k, the posterior state probability density















The analytical solution to the above equations is intractable. Hence, I utilize the se-
quential Monte-Carlo (particle filtering) technique as it has proven to be very suitable
and powerful for dealing with nonlinear system dynamics. The MC approach relies on a
sample-based construction of these probability density functions. Multiple particles (sam-
ples) of the variables of interest are generated, each one associated with a weight which
characterizes the belief that the object is in this state. An estimate of the variable of
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Figure 2.2: Kalman Filtering
interest is obtained by the weighted sum of particles. Two major stages can be distin-
guished: prediction and update. During the prediction each particle is modified according
to the state model, including the addition of random noise in order to simulate the effect
of the noise on the variable of interest. Then in the update stage, each particle’s weight
is re-evaluated based on the new sensor data. A resampling procedure deals with the
elimination of particles with small weights and replicates the particles with higher weights.
A major drawback of particle filtering is that it can become prohibitively computation-
ally expensive when a large number of particles is used. However, this computational com-
plexity can be reduced by a procedure called Rao-Blackwellisation. Rao-Blackwellisation
is a technique for improving particle filtering by analytically marginalizing some of the
variables (linear, Gaussian) from the joint posterior distribution. The linear part of the
system model is then estimated by a Kalman filter (Figure 2.1), an optimal estimator,
while the nonlinear part is estimated by a PF. This leads to the fact that a KF is attached
to each particle. In the mobility tracking problem the positions of the mobile units are
estimated with a PF, while the speeds and accelerations are estimated with a KF. Since
the measurement equation is highly nonlinear, the particle filter is used to approximate
this distribution. After estimating the positions, these estimates are given to the KF as
measurements. As a result of this marginalization process, the variance of the estimates
can be reduced compared with the standard PF. Similar to the Rao-Blackwellisation ap-
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proach, the mixture Kalman filtering approach proposed by Chen and Liu [22] represents
the system in a linear, conditional dynamic model. In this way the problem is solved by
multiple Kalman filters run in association with the MC sampling approach. A formulation
of the Rao-Blackwellisation problem is given in [35].
2.2 Compressive Sensing
Conventional approaches to sampling signals or images follow Shannon’s celebrated theo-
rem: the sampling rate must be at least twice the maximum frequency present in the signal
(the so-called Nyquist rate). In fact, this principle underlies nearly all signal acquisition
protocols used in consumer audio and visual electronics, medical imaging devices, and radio
receivers and so on. For some signals, such as images that are not naturally bandlimited,
the sampling rate is dictated not by the Shannon theorem but by the desired temporal or
spatial resolution. However, it is common in such systems to use an antialiasing low-pass
filter to bandlimit the signal before sampling, allowing the Shannon theorem to play an
implicit role. In the field of data conversion, for example, standard analog-to-digital con-
verter technology implements the usual quantized Shannon representation: the signal is
uniformly sampled at or above the Nyquist rate. CS is a novel sensing/sampling paradigm
that goes against common wisdom in data acquisition. CS theory asserts that one can re-
cover certain signals and images from far fewer samples or measurements than traditional
methods would use. To make this possible, CS relies on two principles: sparsity, which
pertains to the signals of interest, and incoherence, which pertains to the sensing modality.
• Sparsity expresses the idea that the information rate of a continuous time signal
may be much smaller than suggested by its bandwidth, or that a discrete-time signal
depends on a number of degrees of freedom which is comparably much smaller than
its (finite) length. More precisely, CS exploits the fact that many natural signals are
sparse or compressible because they have concise representations when expressed in
the proper basis Ψ.
• Incoherence extends the duality between time and frequency and expresses the idea
that objects having a sparse representation in Ψ must be spread out in the domain
in which they are acquired, just as a Dirac or a spike in the time domain is spread
out in the frequency domain. Put differently, incoherence says that unlike the signal
of interest, the sampling/sensing waveforms have an extremely dense representation
in Ψ.
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The crucial observation is that one can design efficient sensing or sampling protocols to
capture the useful information content embedded in a sparse signal and condense it into
a small amount of data. These protocols are nonadaptive and simply require correlating
the signal with a small number of fixed waveforms that are incoherent with the sparsifying
basis. What is most remarkable about these sampling protocols is that they allow a sensor
to very efficiently capture the information in a sparse signal without trying to comprehend
that signal. Furthermore, there is a way to use numerical optimization to reconstruct
the full-length signal from the small amount of collected data. In other words, CS is a
very simple and efficient signal acquisition protocol which samplesin a signal independent
fashionat a low rate and later uses computational power for reconstruction from what
appears to be an incomplete set of measurements [19, 16].
Consider the general problem of reconstructing a vector x ∈ RN from linear measure-
ments y about x of the form yk =< x, φk >, k = 1, . . . , K or y = Φx. That is, we acquire
information about the unknown signal by sensing x against K vectors φk ∈ RN . We are
interested in the underdetermined case K  N , where we have many fewer measurements
than unknown signal values. Problems of this type arise in countless number of applica-
tions. In radiology and biomedical imaging for instance, one is typically able to collect
far fewer measurements about an image of interest than the number of unknown pixels.
In wideband radio frequency signal analysis, one may only be able to acquire a signal at
a rate which is far lower than the Nyquist rate because of current limitations in Analog-
to-Digital Converter technology. Finally, gene expression studies also provide examples of
this kind. Here, one would like to infer the gene expression level of thousands of genesthat
is, the dimension N of the vector x is in the thousandsfrom a low number of observations,
typically in the tens. At first glance, solving the underdetermined system of equations
appears hopeless, as it is easy to make up examples for which it clearly cannot be done.
But suppose now that the signal x is compressible, meaning that it essentially depends on
a number of degrees of freedom which is smaller than N . For instance, suppose our signal
is sparse in the sense that it can be written either exactly or accurately as a superposition
of a small number of vectors in some fixed basis. Then this premise radically changes the
problem, making the search for solutions feasible. In fact, accurate and sometimes exact
recovery is possible by solving a simple convex optimization problem[7]. In compressive
sensing, we will adopt an abstract and general point of view when discussing the recovery
of a vector x ∈ RN . In practical instances, the vector x may be the coefficients of a signal




xiψi(t), t = 1, 2, . . . , N (2.12)
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Figure 2.3: Compressive-Sensing model. Signal x̂ is reconstructed from sparse measure-
ments y of original signal x with added noise ε.
For example, we might choose to expand the signal as a superposition of spikes (the
canonical basis of RN), sinusoids, B-splines, wavelets and so on. As a side note, it is
not important to restrict attention to orthogonal expansions as the theory and practice of
compressive sampling accommodates other types of expansions. For example, x might be
the coefficients of a digital image in a tight-frame of curvelets. To keep on using convenient
matrix notations, one can write the decomposition (2.12) as x = Ψf where Ψ is the N×N
matrix with the waveforms ψi as rows or equivalently, x = Ψ
∗f . With this in mind, the key
concept underlying the theory of compressive sampling is a kind of uncertainty relation.
If we look at data gathering approaches in wireless sensor networks, we are able to
measure large amounts of data with high accuracy only by requiring the collection of a
small fraction of the sensor readings. This is like a compressed sensing problem. In the
past few years, the research community has been providing interesting contributions on
this topic. In particular, CS is a recent compression technique that takes advantage of
the inherent correlation of the input data by means of quasi-random matrices. CS was
originally developed for the efficient storage and compression of digital images, which show
high spatial correlation. Since the pioneering work in this area, there has been growing
interest in this technique by the networking community. We have utilized this method
to create a precise estimation of mobile users location from a limited number of reliable
samples [113, 99].
2.2.1 Mathematical Formulation
Extensive literature on signal recovery methods from sparse or compressible signals exist.
In this section, we review basic concepts in CS theory required for understanding the
proposed method in this chapter. This recently emerging theory enables the reconstruction
of sparse or compressible signals from a small set of non-adaptive, linear measurements in
smaller sizes than the Shannon-Nyquist sampling rate [32, 18, 39].
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Figure 2.3 depicts a functional model of CS as an integrated framework for compress-
ing, sensing and reconstructing discrete time sparse or compressible signals in a known
basis. Let x ∈ Rn and Ψ ∈ Rn×n denote signal of interest and sparsifying basis (a.k.a.
representation basis or dictionary) respectively, such that z = Ψx and z ∈ Rn is a k-sparse
vector (k non-zero elements) within n-dimensional space (k  n). CS aims to recover
signal x from a set y ∈ Rm of m linear projections of z such that:
y = Φz = ΦΨx (2.13)
where the sparsifying basis Ψ ∈ Rn×n and sensing matrix Φ ∈ Rm×n (a.k.a. measure-
ment matrix and source-channel encoder) hold specific properties. The CS theory states
that a k-sparse representation z and then original signal x can be recovered from m noisy
measurement vector y in polynomial time. It is the unique solution to the following linear
program [16, 9].
ẑ = arg min
ẑ∈Rn
‖ ẑ ‖0 s.t. ‖ y − Φẑ ‖2 ≤ η (2.14)
where η is a small positive number and `p-norm (‖ x ‖p) in n-dimensional space that is
defined as:







in special cases, the `1 and `0 norms of a vector are defined as the summation of absolute
values and number of non-zero elements of a vector x respectively.
In some of the contributions, the sensing matrix Φ or its combination with the spar-
sifying matrix (A = ΦΨ) is called the measurement matrix and acts as a source encoder
to express a uniform mapping between original signal and linear measurements. The only
difference between projection-based source encoding in CS and conventional source coding
methods in communication systems is their linearity.
CS methods are generally classified based on the type of measurement matrix (i.e.,
sparse or dense) measurement matrix properties to guarantee recovery process (e.g., re-
stricted isometry property, k-neighborly polytopes, randomness extraction property, spher-
ical section property) and reconstruction algorithms (e.g., basis pursuits, orthogonal match-
ing pursuits, iterative thresholding).
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One of the main challenges in CS is finding or designing proper sparsifying basis Ψ and
sensing matrix Φ. Most of the sparsifying bases are derived from orthonormal ones, e.g.,
Fourier, Gabor, Curvelet or Wavelet frames with a small coherency, which for matrix M
is defined as follows.
If Mi denotes the i
th column of square matrix M within n-dimensional space, then the






Indeed, the mutual coherence is the maximum absolute value of the cross-correlations
between the columns of matrix Ψ. A dictionary is incoherent if µ(Ψ) has a small value.
2.2.2 Signal Recovery Conditions
The sensing matrices Φ can be one with deterministic or probabilistic (random) entries
from well-known distributions (e.g., Gaussian, Bernoulli) that hold one of the proposed
signal recovery conditions and theorems in CS. Candes and Tao have proven the main
theorems of CS using either the uniform uncertainty principle (UUP) or the restricted
isometry principle (RIP) [18], while Donoho has used a hypotheses called CS1 to CS3
[31, 33, 32]. Kashin and Temlyakov [59] and Zhang [124] have developed the same results
with the spherical section property (SSP) that is invariant to left-multiplication by an
arbitrary nonsingular matrix [117].
The (n−m) dimensional subspace V ∈ Rn has the spherical section property (∆) if for








while m,n are positive integer numbers (n > m > 0). ∆ is also called the distortion of
subspace V and KGG inequality respectively [117].
One of the most prominent conditions to recover the k-sparse signal by `1-minimization
algorithms is the restricted isometry property (RIP). It states that the k-restricted isometry
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constant δk ∈ (0, 1) of measurement matrix A is the smallest number, satisfied in (2.18)
for all s-sparse vectors f :
(1− δk)‖ f ‖22 ≤ ‖ Asf ‖22 ≤ (1 + δk)‖ f ‖22 (2.18)
while As is all possible sub-matrices consisted of s-randomly selected columns of mea-
surement matrix A. The condition (2.18) is equivalent to having all eigenvalues of Gram-
mian matrix Gs = As
tAs in the range of [1 − δk, 1 + δk]. A desirable measurement ma-
trix in CS satisfies the RIP condition for the largest possible k values. A matrix with
a small δk has orthonormal subsets with k or less columns. In loose terms, RIP defines
the ”almost-orthogonality” for every subset of measurement matrices. This range can be
related to the Gershgorin circle theorem which states that eigenvalues of Gs lie in the in-
terval [1− µ(k − 1), 1 + µ(k − 1)] while µ is the mutual coherency of measurement matrix
A [17, 4, 29].
It may be a difficult task to verify the RIP condition for high-dimensional random





sub-matrices to check for a k-order isometry constant for such
matrices. RIP also defines a sufficient condition for holding the `0 ∼ `1 equivalency [68, 18,
95, 82]. Under this condition, minimizing the `1-norm is equivalent to minimizing `0-norm.
However, the former is computationally more tractable than the latter, while the latter
one is very sensitive to measurement noise.
Many contributions in CS literature exist to determine the theoretic bounds as a relation
between the number-of-measurements m, signal-sparsity-order k, and signal dimension n in
the presence of noise, i.e., m = O(g(k, n)). These theoretic bounds depend on the type of
our sparsifying and sensing matrices and their properties such as coherency µ and isometry
constant δ. For example, a CS model with a random sensing matrix of i.i.d. Gaussian
entries and sparsity order k ≤ 1+1/(16µ), needs at least m = O(k log(n/k)) measurements
to reconstruct the original k-sparse signal by `1-minimization in deterministic time [95, 21,
2]. Figure 2.5 shows theoretic bounds for a random sensing matrix with Gaussian entries.
In most sensor networks with slowly varying phenomena, the state recovery sensor
problem can be recast as a sparse signal recovery problem in frequency domain.
2.2.3 Signal Recovery Algorithms
According to the CS theory, the k-sparse representations of state vector x∈Rn can be
recovered from noisy measurements y∈Rm through a linear program (4.1), where Am×n is
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Figure 2.4: Measurement matrix A13×32, derived from different distribution functions.
The top matrix is derived from Gaussian distribution with standard deviation σ = 1
m
.





). The bottom one is a ternary matrix, derived from mixed Bernoulli and uniform






) for −1, 0, and +1 respectively.
the measurement matrix. The results state that a k-sparse state vector x can be recovered
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y = Ax+ ε, s.t. m < n (2.19)
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Figure 2.5: Theoretic bound for random sensing matrix with Gaussian entries. The
observation-order m is plotted versus sparsity-order k . If measurement matrix A have the
sparsity-order k ≤ 1 + 1/(16µ(A)) then to have a perfect signal reconstruction, number-of-
measurements m must be in orders of magnitude O(k log(n/k)).
where ε is the measurement noise. The sparse solution of (4.1) can be found in a






nonsingular linear systems for which to be solved. An undetermined system of linear
equations has zero or infinite solutions that form an affine space [33]. Figure 2.4 shows
some samples of measurement matrices that have been used in our analysis.
Although there are many algorithms presented in the literature used to find the mini-
mums in both norm spaces, the signal processing community usually uses the `1-norm to
describe a signal with just a few components [31, 66, 10]. By using `1 relaxation, problem
(2.14) can be rephrased as:
ẑ = arg min
ẑ∈Rn
‖ ẑ ‖1 s.t. ‖ y − Φẑ ‖2 ≤ η (2.20)
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and k-sparse signal z can be reconstructed if sensing matrix Φ satisfies the restricted
isometry property constant δ2k < (
√
2 − 1) [16, 43]. The recovery algorithms through
`1-norm optimization are typically called ”basis pursuits”. The computational cost of such
algorithms are usually high and can be replaced by other classes of reconstruction algo-




‖ Ax− y ‖22 + λ‖ x ‖1 (2.21)
Most of the proposed methods to find the sparse solution of an underdetermined system
(4.1) utilize linear programming (LP) or second-order cone programming (SOCP) to solve
the problem. Our solution for problem (4.1) is based on the l1 ls solver (2.21) for `1-
regularized least square problems [13, 23, 114].
2.3 Data Fusion
Several different terms (e.g., data fusion, sensor fusion, and information fusion) have been
used to describe aspects of the fusion subject (including theories, processes, systems, frame-
works, tools, and methods). Consequently, terminology confusion arises. Many definitions
of data fusion have been provided through the years, most of them derived from military
and remote sensing fields. In 1991, the data fusion work group of the Joint Directors of
Laboratories (JDL) organized an effort to define a lexicon of terms of reference for data
fusion. They define data fusion as a multilevel, multifaceted process dealing with the
automatic detection, association, correlation, estimation, and combination of data and in-
formation from single or multiple sources. Information fusion can be categorized based on
several aspects. Relationships among the input data may be used to segregate informa-
tion fusion into classes (e.g., cooperative, redundant and complementary data). Also, the
abstraction level of the manipulated data during the fusion process (measurement, signal,
feature, decision) can be used to distinguish among fusion processes. Another common
classification consists in making explicit the abstraction level of the input and output of a
fusion process.
• Classification based on relationship among the sources
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– Complementary: When information provided by the sources represents different
portions of a broader scene, information fusion can be applied to obtain a piece
of information that is more complete.
– Redundant: If two or more independent sources provide the same piece of in-
formation, these pieces can be fused to increase the associated confidence.
– Cooperative: Two independent sources are cooperative when the information
provided by those sources is fused into new information (usually more complex
than the original data) that, from the application perspective, better represents
the reality.
• Classification based on levels of abstraction
– Low-Level Fusion: Also referred to as signal (measurement) level fusion. Raw
data is provided as input, combined into a new piece of data that is more
accurate (reduced noise) than the individual inputs.
– Medium-Level Fusion: Attributes or features of an entity (e.g., shape, texture,
position) are fused to obtain a feature map that may be used for other tasks
(e.g., segmentation or detection of an object). This type of fusion is also known
as feature/attribute level fusion.
– High-Level Fusion: Also known as symbol or decision level fusion. It takes
decisions or symbolic representations as input and combines them to obtain a
more confident and/or global decision.
– Multilevel Fusion: When the fusion process encompasses data of different ab-
straction levelswhen both input and output of fusion can be of any level (e.g.,
a measurement is fused with a feature to provide a decision)multilevel fusion
takes place. Typically, only the first three categories of fusion (low, medium and
high level) are considered, usually with the terms pixel/measurement, feature
and decision fusion.
• Classification based on input and output
– Data In Data Out (DAI-DAO): In this class, information fusion deals with raw
data and the result is also raw data, possibly more accurate or reliable.
– Data In Feature Out (DAI-FEO): Information fusion uses raw data from sources
to extract features or attributes that describe an entity.
– Feature In Feature Out (FEI-FEO): FEI-FEO fusion works on a set of features
to improve/refine a feature or extract new ones.
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– Feature In Decision Out (FEI-DEO): In this class, information fusion takes a
set of features of an entity generating a symbolic representation or decision.
– Decision In Decision Out (DEI-DEO): Decisions can be fused in order to obtain
new decisions or emphasize on previous ones.
Methods, techniques and algorithms used to fuse data can be classified based on sev-
eral criteria, such as the data abstraction level, purpose, parameters, type of data and
mathematical foundation. The classification presented in this section is based on the
methodology. According to this criterion, information fusion can be performed with differ-








– Semantic Information Fusion
• Estimation
– Maximum Likelihood (ML)
– Maximum A Posteriori (MAP)
– Least Squares
– Moving Average Filter
– Kalman Filter
– Particle Filter
We can summarize data fusion in the following items.
• Information fusion is the set of resources used to combine multiple sources so that
the result is in some sense better than the individual inputs.
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• Information fusion should be used to improve the performance of a task by under-
standing the current situation and supporting decisions.
• The techniques include filters, Bayesian and Dempster-Shafer inference, aggregation
functions, interval combination functions and classification methods.
• The use of the fusion techniques should be guided by architectures and models such
as the JDL model.
The provided background supports the design of fusion-based solutions for different lev-
els of applications in a WSN, such as internal tasks (e.g., data routing) and system appli-
cations (e.g., target detection). However, there are some limitations regarding the methods
and the architectures that should be considered. Depending on the model adopted, some
of the listed methods might be too expensive to be executed by current sensor nodes. For
example, in the Dempster-Shafer inference the combination rule has an exponential cost
regarding the number of states in the frame of discernment. Thus, if two logically different
states are functionally the same, from the application perspective, then they should be
modeled as a single state for the sake of performance. Other methods might be improved
to operate in a distributed fashion. One of the greatest challenges is to assure temporal and
spatial correlation among the sources while the data is fused and disseminated at the same
time. Current fusion architectures are weak in considering the peculiarities of networks
because they are not network-driven. However, we understand that such architectures
may be applied within specific models for networks, wherein the whole network is designed
based on a global architecture for WSNs; then, the fusion task can be designed based on
a fusion model that respects the requirements established by the global architecture [84].
2.4 Localization in Wireless Networks
There is extensive literature on localization methods in wireless sensor networks. Localiza-
tion is a key component, especially in many context-aware applications such as pervasive
medical care, smart space, wireless sensor network surveillance, mobile peer-to-peer com-
puting, target tracking, intruder detection and environmental monitoring where position
is the most essential context. A basic function in wireless positioning systems is gath-
ering particular information around the position of a mobile device to process it later
into a location estimate. This particular information could be one of the classical geo-
location metrics for estimating the position (i.e., received-signal-strength, angle-of-arrival
and time-of-arrival or time-difference-of-arrival). In practical environments (i.e., indoors or
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outdoors), a communication source encounters environmental impacts, causing absorption,
attenuation, reflection or a combination of these effects on a communication medium. The
accurate localization of objects and people has long been considered an important building
block in wireless systems. In most research fields, short-range radio signal measurements
(i.e., WiFi, Bluetooth, ultrasound or infrared) are used as input data for localization tech-
nique [87, 12, 36, 70].
Due to hardware constraints and environmental effects, noisy measurements are in-
evitable in all range-based (i.e., time of signal arrival, the angle of signal arrival, the time
difference of arriving signals and the received signal strength) methods. As a result, many
signal noise-cancellation and estimation techniques have been proposed to infer true states
from multiple-sensor measurements. Localization within a Bayesian probabilistic frame-
work has achieved good performance in robotics and recently been successfully applied to
sensor networks. Probabilistic inference is typically made by observing multiple sets of
noisy evidences. Particle filtering uses a probabilistic transition and observation model
model to estimate the user state in every iterations. The key in particle filtering is the rep-
resentation of the posterior distribution by a set of weighted samples (or particles) in which
samples represent a probability distribution function. Range-based localization introduces
non-Gaussian components in the measurements due to the nonlinearity in wireless fading
channel. The mobility introduces extra difficulty in localization, but reveals certain infor-
mation that we can benefit from this information in both filtering and smoothing methods
[60, 97].
Range-based localization methods are the most simple and inexpensive way to estimate
the use location in wireless network but suffer from noisy and inaccurate measurements or
delays due to fading in wireless channel. Most of these localization methods first estimate
the range based on an empirical data model and then infer position coordinates using a
filtering method (e.g., Kalman filter) [70, 81].
All of these factors make localization systems a key technology for the development
and operation of WSN. At present, Mobile Station location information is important for
any service provider. For a known location, various services can be provided. Therefore,
location information plays an important role for the next generation of mobile systems. The
accuracy of location information is important from the users point of view. Some services
require higher accuracy than other services and therefore choosing the positioning method
for a specific service is important. One viewpoint for examining positioning systems is to
consider where the position measurements are made and how the position information is
used. Three broad classifications are made: self-positioning (mobile-based positioning),
remote positioning and hybrid positioning.
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• Self-positioning: positioning receiver makes the necessary signal measurements from
geographically distributed transmitters and uses these measurements to determine
actual position.
• Remote positioning: receivers measure a signal originating from the positioned sta-
tion. These measurements are transferred to a central site and they are combined to
give an estimate of mobile location.
• Hybrid positioning: it is possible to send the location measurement data from a self-
positioning receiver to a remote site and there is realized calculation process or vice
versa.
The type of measurement depends on the positioning method (i.e., signal strength,
time of arrival). In range-based localization with received-signal-strength, the propaga-
tion path-loss is measured and converted to the distanc between transmitter and receiver.
For two-dimensional positioning every measurement corresponds to a circle centered at the
transmitter where the receiver lies in this circle (Figure 2.6). In the absence of measurement
error, the position is given by the intersection of circles from at least three transmitters in
order to resolve ambiguities arising from crossing multiple lines of position (circles). Signal
propagation conditions and environment have a significant impact on localization accuracy.
The changes in the transmission path are characterized by various influences, e.g., shadow-
ing, multipath fading and path loss. The shadowing is characterized by long-term fading
due to terrain contour between transmitter and receiver. It represents a slow variation in
the mean envelope over a distance. The multipath fading is caused by NLOS propagation.
The NLOS propagation always exists in cities or other built-up environments. The mul-
tipath fading or short-term fading is characterized by the fast variation of received signal
strength over a short distance on the order of a few wavelengths or short time durations.
The path loss indicates signal power attenuation with the increasing distance between the
transmitter and the receiver. These influences cause deviation of signal strength measure-
ment and degrade the location accuracy. The variations of received signal strength can
acquire values up to 40dB in some environments[36].
A CPS consist of a collection of wireless networked, low-power sensor devices that in-
clude nodes that integrate an embedded microprocessor, radio and a limited amount of
storage. Localization in this context inherently poses unique challenges because of im-
perfect sensor characteristics, limited computational capability and inaccurate distributed
sensor fusion. Contemporary sensor technologies that are used in localization mainly fall
into the categories of ultrasonic, infrared, radio and laser types. For practical applications,
the resolution requirements are also quite different. A vital problem in signal strength
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Figure 2.6: Mltilateration in a wireless networks using inconsistent measurements. It
has not yet overcome the challenges of poor ranging measurements in dynamic and noisy
environments.
based localization methods is how to deal with varying power levels. The ability of dy-
namically changing the transmit power at runtime is promising in current sensor networks
to save energy and reduce interference with each other. Due to the dynamically chang-
ing power levels, most previous static-power-level-based localization algorithms no longer
work. Radio transmit-power adjustments can provide rich information about the signal
strength, which can further provide evidence of node positions using a filtering method.
There is a probabilistic world during the process of data propagation due to the nature of
wireless environments, such as failure-prone wireless links, densely deployed sensors and
noisy measurements [51].
In many research fields other than wireless networks, localization is a part of another
problem. For example, in robotics, it is integrated in Simultaneous Localization and Map-
ping (SLAM) problem. Conventionally, most work on SLAM has focused predominantly on
active range sensors such as lasers for data association. Laser sensors have high-depth res-
olution that provides accurate measurements but are expensive, heavy, and highly power
consumed. They suffer from the perceptual aliasing problem. On the other hand, cost
effective cameras are becoming more and more popular in the SLAM community because
of reliable vision tracking algorithms [42, 5, 37]. Moreover, cameras with unique features
might lead to more reliable data association than laser scanners. Most vision based ap-
proaches use binocular or trinocular stereos that are similar to range finding devices [45] in
the sense that they concentrate on solving the pose estimation problem from the discrep-
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ancy image features. Stereo geometry requires the corresponding pattern to be visible in
both cameras, therefore, cameras need to undergo synchronous calibration and be placed
relatively close together. However, the accuracy of pose estimation depends on the spacing
between the cameras and the synchronous calibration. As small camera spacing results in
low depth resolution and asynchronous calibration degrades accuracy. Conversely, single
camera allows that the camera placement to be more optimal with respect to occlusion
and accuracy. In a reduced dimension, some researchers have pointed single cameras to-
ward the floor or ceiling [58]. Folkesson et al. similarly exploits the visual and geometric
salience of the walls between those two extremes [41]. The use of general monocular vision
has recently drawn due to several problems related to using a single camera. First, At
least two observations of the same landmark - from two sufficiently spaced locations - are
necessary to initialize mobility state vector. Second, the landmark observation consisten-
cies from those two locations depend on the stability of the tracking algorithm as well as
the camera location. Third, the high uncertainty in initialization may lead to the diver-
gence of the SLAM algorithm and imprecise data association. However, these constraints
can be manageable with proper initialization algorithms. Recent approaches in SLAM
can be divided into bottom-up and top-down approaches. They are natural inheritances of
structure-from-motion (SFM) approaches of the vision community and Kalman Filter (KF)
approaches of the control community. Bottom-up approaches use a batch nonlinear filter
adjustment or a batch EKF procedure to initialize the landmarks from past observations.
Several bottom-up approaches use a large database of feature descriptors to localize the
robot [67]. Alternatively, top-down approaches [27] acknowledge the fact that feature depth
uncertainty during initialization is not well-modeled by a standard Gaussian distribution
in Euclidean space. In delayed initialization style, observations of features are pruned us-
ing observation evidences until the most likely single Gaussian samples remained. They
are added to the filter to update the camera pose estimate. In non-delayed initialization,
multi-hypotheses distributions are explicitly imposed on the state. However, the conver-
gence of the filter when updating a multi-Gaussian feature and real time performance is
not proved [93]. It can also impose indoor environmental constraints to improve the map
[112].
A solution for visual navigation with reference to a pre-recorded image sequence was
presented by Yoshio Matsumoto et al. [75] but the method did not disclose the pose
of the robot at each frame. After a human guided phase, the robot builds a map of the
environment and uses it to localize itself in autonomous navigation. This system relies both
on vision and odometry. Recently, the idea of using a visual memory has been proposed in
which the path is modeled as a set of key frames and the robot goes from one frame to the
next by visual serving. This approach avoids building a 3D reconstruction and therefore
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is not able to provide a 3D localization of the robot.
Several methods for localization using vision have been proposed by Se et al. [102].
Real-time SLAM using only monocular vision - in small environments with less than 100
landmarks - has been achieved by Davison [27]. It is also possible to compute ego motion
by using only visual data as done by Nister et al. [86, 85]. In this case, maintaining a
large map is not required but the localization accuracy decreases as the distance traveled
increases. Moreover, in two successive navigation experiments, the robot may not reuse
the same landmarks and the resulting trajectory may be different. Another approach for
achieving robot navigation according to a human-guided experience consists in representing
the trajectory as a set of key images. Then the robot has to travel from one key frame to
the next. With this approach, the robot will go through a number of well-defined positions
and the trajectory is repeatable from one navigation experiment to the next. The first
possibility to do that is to go from one key frame to the next by visual serving as done by
Matsumoto et al. [75]. Another possibility was presented by Goedeme et al. [44]. In this
method, a relative localization of the robot with reference to the key frame is computed
by features matching using a wide baseline techniques. After that, a displacement vector
is computed from next key frame. Some approaches begin with building a map of the
environment offline. After that, robot is able to localize itself with this map. This is
not always the case in SLAM approaches because map building and localization must be
done simultaneously in real-time. The map can be built by using different techniques and
sensors. Vacchetti et al. [115] use a CAD model - provided by the user - and develop
an efficient localization system. Cobzas et al. [25] use a rotating camera along with a
laser range finder to build a set of panoramic images enhanced with 3D information. With
this map, a single 2D image is enough to localize the camera. Kidono et al. [61] build a
3D reconstruction from a stereo camera and an odometer under the assumption that the
ground is planar. They use this map later to localize the robot in real-time.
2.5 Mobility Models
We usually study the mobility models in dynamic environments like CPS or mobile ad hoc
networks (MANET). MANET is a collection of wireless nodes communicating with each
other in the absence of any infrastructure. Due to the availability of small and inexpensive
wireless communication devices, the MANET research field has attracted a lot of attention
from academia and industry in the recent years. In the near future, MANETs could poten-
tially be used in various applications such as mobile classrooms, disaster relief applications
and battlefield communications. To thoroughly and systematically study a new MANET
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protocol, it is important to simulate this protocol and evaluate its performance. Protocol
simulation has several key parameters, including mobility model and communicating traffic
pattern.
2.5.1 Mobility Models in Ad-hoc Networks
The mobility model is designed to describe the movement pattern of mobile users, and
how their location, velocity and acceleration change over the time. Since mobility patterns
may play a significant role in determining the protocol performance it is desirable for
mobility models to emulate the movement pattern of targeted real life applications in a
reasonable way. Otherwise, the conclusions drawn from the simulation studies may be
misleading. Thus, when evaluating MANET protocols, it is necessary to choose a proper
underlying mobility model. For example, the nodes in a random waypoint model behave
quite differently as compared to nodes moving in groups. It is not appropriate to evaluate
the applications where nodes tend to move together using a random waypoint model.
Therefore, a real need for developing a deeper understanding of mobility models and their
impact on protocol performance exists. One intuitive method to create realistic mobility
patterns would be to construct trace-based mobility models, in which accurate information
about the mobility traces of users could be provided. However, since MANET have not
been implemented and deployed on a wide scale, obtaining real mobility traces becomes
a major challenge. Therefore, various researchers proposed different kinds of mobility
models, attempting to capture various characteristics of mobility and represent mobility in
a somewhat ’realistic’ fashion. Much of the current research has focused on the synthetic
mobility models that are not trace-driven. In the previous studies on mobility patterns in
wireless cellular networks researchers mainly focused on the movement of users relative to
a particular area (like cell) at a macroscopic level, such as cell change rate, handover traffic
and blocking probability. However, to model and analyze mobility models in MANET, we
are more interested in the movement of individual nodes at the microscopic-level as these
factors directly determine when the links are formed and broken[15, 1].
One frequently used mobility model in MANET simulations is the random waypoint
model, in which nodes move independently to a randomly chosen destination with a ran-
domly selected velocity. The simplicity of a random waypoint model may have been one
reason for its widespread use in simulations. However, MANET may be used in different
applications where complex mobility patterns exist. Hence, recent research has started
to focus on alternative mobility models with different mobility characteristics. In these
models, the movement of a node is more or less restricted by its history or other nodes in
the neighborhood or the environment.
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Figure 2.7: The categories of mobility models in ad-hoc networks [1].
In Figure 2.7, a categorization for various mobility models into several classes based on
their specific mobility characteristics is provided. For some mobility models, the movement
of a mobile node is likely to be affected by its movement history. This type of mobility
model is referred to as a mobility model with temporal dependency. In some mobility
scenarios, the mobile nodes tend to travel in a correlated manner. We refer to such models
as mobility models with spatial dependency. Another class is the mobility model with
geographic restriction, where the movement of nodes is bound by streets, freeways or
obstacles. In general, the mobility models can be classified according to the different kind
of dependencies and restrictions that are considered.
1. Random based: There are neither dependencies nor any other restriction modeled.
2. Temporal dependencies: The actual movement of a node is influenced by the move-
ment of the past.
3. Spatial dependencies: The movement of a node is influenced by the nodes around it
(group mobility).
4. Geographic restrictions: The area in which the node is allowed to move is restricted.
5. Hybrid characteristics: A combination of temporal dependencies, spatial dependen-
cies and geographic restrictions is realized.
On the other hand, mobility models have been long recognized as one of the funda-
mental components that impacts the performance of wireless ad hoc networks. A wide
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variety of mobility models are available in the research community. Among all mobility
models, the popularity of random mobility models (e.g., random walk, random direction
and random waypoint) is rooted in its simplicity and mathematical tractability. A number
of important properties for these models have been studied, such as the stationary nodal
distribution, the hitting and meeting times, and the meeting duration. These quantities
in turn enable the routing protocol analysis to produce performance bounds. However,
random mobility models are based on over-simplified assumptions, and as has been shown
recently, the resulting mobility characteristics are very different from real-life scenarios.
Hence, it is debatable whether the findings under these models will directly translate into
performance in real-world implementations of MANET. More recently, an array of syn-
thetic mobility models are proposed to improve the realism of the simple random mobility
models. More complex rules are introduced to make the nodes follow popularity distribu-
tion when selecting the next destination, stay on designated paths for movements or move
as a group. These rules enrich the scenarios covered by the synthetic mobility models,
but at the same time make theoretical treatment of these models difficult. In addition,
most synthetic mobility models are still limited to iid models, and the mobility decisions
are also independent of the current location of nodes and time of simulation. A different
approach to mobility modeling is by empirical mobility trace collection. Along this line,
researchers have exploited existing wireless network infrastructure, such as wireless LANs
or cellular phone networks, to track user mobility by monitoring their locations. Such
traces can be replayed as input mobility patterns for simulations of network protocols.
More recently, DTN-specific testbeds were introduced aimed at collecting encounter events
between mobile nodes instead of the mobility patterns. Yet, the size of the traces and
the environments in which the experiments are performed cannot be adjusted at will by
the researchers. To improve the flexibility of traces, the approach of trace-based mobility
models have also been proposed. These models discover the underlying mobility rules that
lead to the observed properties in the traces. Statistical analysis is then used to determine
proper parameters of the model to match it with the particular trace [56, 62, 104].
In the literature, vehicular mobility models are usually classified as either macroscopic
or microscopic. The macroscopic description models gross quantities of interest, such as
vehicular density or mean-velocity and treat vehicular traffic according to fluid dynamics.
The microscopic description considers each vehicle as a distinct entity, modeling its be-
havior in a more precise, but computationally more expensive way. Yet, a micro-macro
approach may be seen more as a broad classification schema than a formal description of
the models’ functionalities in each class. A more precise way that may be suggested for
looking at mobility models consists in identifying functional blocks: motion constraints,
traffic generator, time and external influences. On the other hand, motion constraints de-
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scribe the relative degree of freedom of each vehicle. Macroscopically, motion constraints
are streets or buildings, but microscopically, constraints are modeled by neighboring cars,
pedestrians, or by diversities either due to the type of car or due to the driver’s habits.
On the other hand, the traffic generator defines different kinds of cars and deals with their
interactions according to the environment under study. Macroscopically, it models traffic
densities, speeds and flows, while microscopically it deals with properties like the inter-
distance between cars, acceleration, braking and overtaking. Another important aspect
of realistic motion modeling is time, which can be seen as the third functional block that
describes different mobility configurations for a specific time of the day or day of the week.
Finally, we also have to add a fourth fundamental block, the External Influence, modeling
the impact of a communication protocol or any other source of information on the mo-
tion patterns. According to the concept map in Figure 2.7, mobility models intended to
generate realistic vehicular motion patterns should include the following building blocks:
• Accurate and Realistic Topological Maps: Street topologies should manage different
densities of intersections, contain multiple lanes, different categories of streets and
their associated speed limitations.
• Obstacles: Obstacles should be understood in a wide sense, as both constraints to
car mobility and hurdles to wireless communication.
• Attraction/Repulsion Points: Initial and final destinations of road trips are not ran-
dom. Most of the time, drivers are moving to similar final destinations, called at-
traction points (e.g., offices), or from similar initial locations, called repulsion points
(e.g., homes), a feature that creates bottlenecks.
• Vehicles Characteristics: Each category of vehicle has its own characteristics, which
has an impact on set of traffic parameters. For example, macroscopically speaking,
some urban streets and highways are forbidden to trucks depending on the time of
the day. Microscopically speaking, acceleration, deceleration and speed capabilities
of a car or a truck are different. Accounting for these characteristics alters the traffic
generator engine when modeling realistic vehicular motions.
• Trip Motion: A trip is macroscopically seen as a set of source and destination points
in the urban area. Different drivers may have diverse interests, which affect its trip
selection.
• Path Motion: A path is macroscopically seen as the set of road segments taken by a
car on its trip between an initial and destination point. As it may also be observed
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in real life, drivers do not randomly choose the next heading when reaching an inter-
section, as it is currently the case in most vehicular networking traffic simulations.
Instead, they choose their paths according to a set of constraints such as speed limi-
tations, time of the day, road congestion, distance and even driver’s personal habits.
• Smooth Deceleration and Acceleration: As vehicles do not abruptly break and accel-
erate, models for decelerations and accelerations should consequently be considered.
• Human Driving Patterns: Drivers interact with their environments, not only with
respect to static obstacles, but also to dynamic obstacles, such as neighboring cars and
pedestrians. Accordingly, the mobility model should control the mutual interactions
between vehicles, such as overtaking, traffic jam and preferred paths.
• Intersection Management: It corresponds to the process of controlling an intersection
and may either be modeled as a static obstacle (stop signs), a conditional obstacle
(yield sign), or a time-dependent obstacle (traffic lights). It is a key part in this
framework that however only influences the Motion Constraint block, as the Traffic
Generator block cannot see the difference between a stop sign or high-density traffic.
Both are interpreted as a motion constraint.
• Time Patterns: Traffic density is not identical during the day. A heterogeneous
traffic density is always observed at peak times, such as at rush hours or during
special events. This block influences the Motion Constrains and the Traffic Generator
blocks, as it may alter the trip or path computation and also the attraction/repulsion
points.
• External Influence: Some motion patterns cannot be proactively configured by ve-
hicular mobility models as they are externally influenced. This category models the
impact of accidents, temporary road works or real-time knowledge of the traffic status
on the motion constraints and the traffic generator blocks. Communication systems
are the primary source of information about external influence [103].
All building blocks described here should be followed by designers of mobility models
specific to vehicular motions. The more building blocks a vehicular mobility model includes,
the more realistic it is.
2.5.2 Traffic Flow Models
This section reviews the traffic flow models in intelligent transportation systems as a sub-
context in traffic flow modeling. Different traffic models have been developed over nearly
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eight decades that can be broadly categorized into microscopic, mesoscopic and macro-
scopic (Figure 2.8) based on their description that details various aspects of traffic flow
operations. Microscopic models seek to represent traffic flow in terms of individual driver
time-space behavior processes, while mesoscopic models describe traffic flow dynamics with-
out explicitly distinguishing time-space in microscopic models. Our focus in this thesis is a
macroscopic traffic flow model for mobility modeling. In the macroscopic level, the global
behavior of traffic stream is modeled in terms of quantities for a group of vehicles such as
volume, density and velocity [94, 54].
Bruce Greenshields studies on traffic flow in the early 1930s resulted in the first speed-
flow curves, which published in 1935. For the first time, he carried out some tests to
measure traffic flow, density and speed using photographic measurement.
A first-order macroscopic model of traffic flow is proposed by Lighthill, Whitham and
Richard (LWR) for the first time [69] and later second-order models are introduced [96, 120].
They describe the aggregated traffic state (e.g., density or speed) without considering its
basic entities (i.e., driver behavior). This level of aggregation reduces the computational
and calibration costs. It is proven that the macroscopic models are more robust than the
microscopic or mesoscopic models in describing the traffic flow dynamics based on the
averaged or aggregated information of individual driver behaviors.
The macroscopic model typically employs the nth-order continuum equation (2.22) to
describe the dynamics of traffic flow. It implies that the number of leaving vehicles is equal
to entering ones plus the number of current vehicles in the same segment. The first-order
continuum model is also known as the LWR model. It is the most popular practical model







Another equation is the basic traffic flow equation (2.23) that describes the volume of
traffic in terms of density and average speed:
q = k.u (2.23)
In both equations, q stands for volume, k for density, u for speed, x for space and t for
time respectively.
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Figure 2.8: Traffic flow models: microscopic, mesoscopic, and macroscopic [54].
Other than mathematical discontinuity of the LWR models, their shortcomings (e.g.,
stop-start characterization and non-stationary dynamics) have been addressed in several
works [65]. Most of deficiencies in the LWR models can be tackled by utilizing the higher-
order continuum equations [92, 120]. There were many questions on the performance
of higher-order continuum equations compared to LWR models, especially in congestion
situations [80, 26, 88, 54]. The studies of Papageorgiou et al. on traffic models with
real field data under different traffic conditions are shown outperforming the higher-order
continuum models over the first-order ones [90, 89]. Later, Liu et. al. [72] and Zhang [123]
improved the higher-order continuum models that were consistent with LWR theory and
then provided the numerical results.
The macroscopic traffic flow has been used in many simulation models (e.g., FREFLO,
NETFLO, METANET, MASTER and TRANSYT) to predict the traffic condition by
aggregating the traffic data. Due to a lower level of accuracy, they are usually appropriate
for static planning in large areas [94]. A complete survey of vehicular traffic modeling
methods can be found in [54].
One can find many other approaches, i.e., statistical, linear regression, Markovian,
cellular automaton, queuing theory, fuzzy, neural and pattern recognition models on flow
models all with their pros and cons. In all of the proposed methods, precise prediction of
traffic flow is very dependent on the quality of the traffic data and processing technique
used [55].
In probabilistic filtering, the dynamics of the mobile agent can be described by the
equation:
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xk = f(xk−1,mk,uk,wk) (2.24)
where xk ∈ Rnx is the system base state, uk ∈ Rnu specifies the command process,
and wk ∈ Rnw is the state noise, with k ∈ N being the discrete time and N is the set of
natural numbers. The modal (discrete) state mk characterizing the different system modes
(regimes), can take values over a finite set M , i.e., mk ∈ M . The measurement equation
has the form of:
zk = h(xk,vk) (2.25)
where zk ∈ Rnz is the observation and vk ∈ Rnv is the measurement noise. Functions
f(.) and h(.) are nonlinear in general. It is assumed that the observations are taken at
discrete time points Tk, with a discretized time step T . The acceleration uk of the mobile
unit is usually highly correlated, but sometimes it undergoes rapid changes caused by
various reasons such as traffic lights and road turns. The motion of the mobile user can
be modeled as a dynamic system driven by a command uk = (ux,k, uy,k) and a correlated
random acceleration rk = (rx,k, ry,k) at time k, i.e., the total acceleration is ak = uk + rk.
The state of mobile agent at time instant k is defined by the vector xk = (xk, ẋk, ẍk)
where xk and yk specify the position, ẋk and ẏk specify the speed, and ẍk and ÿk specify
the acceleration in the x and y directions in a two-dimensional space. The motion of the
mobility user can be described by the equation:
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The unknown command processes ux,k and uy,k are modeled as a first-order Markov
chain that takes values from a set of acceleration levels Mx and My.
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2.6 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we reviewed the basic concepts in probabilistic filtering, localization, traffic
models, data fusion and compressive sensing. A comprehensive review of existing compres-




Multimodal Data Fusion for
Localization and Mobility Tracking
This chapter describes a novel multimodal data fusion scheme that is used in localization
of mobile users in cellular networks. A series of vision-based algorithms is applied to derive
a preliminary mobile user position from monocular vision to augment it with estimated
location in a cellular network. A probabilistic framework has been developed based on
particle filters to integrate bimodal data (video and radio) and recover mobility pattern
of mobile users in cellular networks from inconsistent signal-strength measurements. An
adaptive particle weighting scheme based on the modal confidence coefficient is developed.
This approach can be easily implemented to utilize online visual databases. The evalua-
tion show that, the proposed method has higher accuracy than conventional positioning
methods in wireless networks even in indoors when accurate navigation signals (e.g., GPS)
are not available. Figure 3.1 is a sketch of the problem that we tackle in this chapter.
The most common positioning sensor for outdoors is the GPS device that allows highly
accurate localization. Such accuracy is impacted by a number of factors, including satel-
lite positions, noise in the radio signal, atmospheric conditions, and natural barriers in
the signal path. Unfortunately, in dense urban areas or indoors, buildings can mask re-
ceived signals and prevent accurate localization significantly. It is necessary to use other
data sources (i.e., video, audio signals) to solve localization problem especially where the
odometry is difficult. Augmenting the received signal strength information with extracted
positions from visual signals may lead to finding user positions precisely.
One desired application of the proposed method can be delivering the location based
services to mobile users in cellular networks using cell phones equipped with cameras. A cell
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Figure 3.1: Multimodal Data Fusion. Measurements at successive time instances from
different data sources with multiple modalities (i.e., radio, video, audio) are processed to
localize and track a mobile user.
phone equipped with a camera in such networks acts as a real-time position sensor. From
a single shot, taken by a cell phone, sent to a mobile switching center, a relative position is
extracted. This rough estimate of global position is augmented with a estimated position
from monocular vision. It results in geographical coordination (longitude and latitude) of
the user with higher accuracy. In cellular networks, cell phones frequently report received
signal strength values from 3 to 7 communication towers to mobile switching centers for
both calling and non-calling users. This information can provide a rough estimate of
mobile user location through multilateration. Another monocular vision based estimation
of position is obtained upon receiving a camera shot from a user by template matching
within available local visual databases (e.g., Google) to benefit from their geographical
information tags (longitude and latitude).
Particle filtering uses a probabilistic transition model between a state and a probabilis-
tic observation model to determine the next state using observed evidences. It represents
the posterior distribution by a set of weighted samples (particles) that estimate probabil-
ity distribution. Most of the existing localization algorithms did not consider the actual
situation of multiple measurements and cannot be directly applied. The novelty in this
approach is in utilizing particle filters for both localization and fusion of bimodal data.
State-space models originated from dynamic control theory. A state-space model usu-
ally consists of two sets of equations, the system (dynamic) equation: xt+1 = ft(xt, ut) and
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the observation (output) equation: yt = ht(xt, vt), where the mappings ft : R
m×Rp → Rm
and ht : R
m×Rq → Rk are assumed to be known. The system equation models the dynam-
ics of state variables and the observation equation models the observed state variables. For
a linear Gaussian state-space model, the well-known Kalman filtering approach provides
optimal estimates for state variables based on the information from the two sources, the
dynamic equations and the observations. However, for nonlinear and non-Gaussian state-
space models, it is quite challenging to estimate (as well as filter, smooth and forecast)
the state variables and model parameters. In general, the state xk is frequently evaluated
from the conditional probability density function p(xk|y1:k) and a set of measurements




For every measurement yk, the posterior state probability density function can be up-











The analytical solution to the above equations is intractable. So, many computational
methods such as Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) approaches (A.K.A Particle Filters) and
Gibbs sampler techniques have been developed for nonlinear and non-Gaussian state-space
models in the past decades [34, 24].
3.1 Multimodal State Recovery
The proposed data fusion and localization method in this chapter uses signal-strength
measurements to augment with position information extracted from monocular vision. For
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Figure 3.2: Bimodal localization in cellular networks. Extracted user position from signal
strength measurements is augmented by estimated distance between a mobile user and
landmark from monocular vision.
estimation and fusion of bimodal measurements, the particle filter is employed to find
the position of mobile users in areas with inconsistent navigation signals. Most of the
conventional approaches use the mathematical models to build a position vector at the
first step. A tracking method like the Kalman filter can process this position vector later.
Figure 3.2 is an overall view of the system. In this proposed method, we need to have
access to local visual databases and maps with geographical tags (i.e., Google maps) and
Network Measurement Reports. Some channel models require other information on the
antenna type, antenna direction and beam width.
3.1.1 Monocular Pose Estimation
The proposed method starts from a single camera shot taken by a mobile user in the
network. This shot is then used to search within the available visual databases to find
a match with a video frame or image. The first step in video processing is key frame
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Figure 3.3: Key frames selection in reference video to avoid ill-conditioned problem and
have maximum camera motion between frames.
Figure 3.4: Feature extraction for frame matching. Both images have been divided to M
sub-frames with minimum N features. Hamming Distance is used to find the best match
between frames of local video and taken users’ shot.
selection. If there is not enough camera motion between two frames, the computation of
the epipolar geometry will be an ill-conditioned problem. To avoid this problem, we select
frames with the highest camera motion between frames while still maintaining the ability
to match with previously localized geography.
The first frame in a video shot is always chosen as a key frame (I1). The next key
frame I2 must have at least M common interest points with the previous one. As a result,
the key frame In+1 has at least M common interest points with In and at least N common
interest points with In−1. This ensures that there are enough matching points between key
frames to calculate camera motion (Figure 3.3).
After key frame selection the next step is template matching. It is a fundamental part
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Figure 3.5: Perspective-3-Point pose estimation. The problem is to determine the lengths
LA, LB, and LC from 3D point positions A, B, and C [48].
of many problems of object or scene recognition. The extracted features for matching must
be invariant to image scaling and rotation, and partially invariant to change in illumination
and 3D camera viewpoint and well localized in both the spatial and frequency domains. A
scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) method is used to extract features for template
matching between the shot take by the cell phone user and reference video/image sequences
[49].
Figure 3.4 shows one iteration of feature extraction and the matching process. In this
shot, frames have been divided to 16 sub-frames before feature extraction [85].
Given the perspective projection of three points constituting the vertices of a known
triangle in 3D space, it is possible to determine the position of each of the vertices. This
is a well-known problem in computer vision (Figure 3.5) with six different solutions [48].





B − LA×LB× cos θAB (3.4)
Solving Perspective-n-Point (PnP) problems correspond to find the roots of (3.5). By
solving this equation, unknown distances LA, LB and LC can be defined from known values




4 = 0 (3.5)
The accuracy of monocular pose-estimation depends on several factors such as changes
in the environment like occlusion by parked cars, moving people, and trees that can arise
from shot to shot [48].
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3.1.2 Inconsistent Signal Strength Measurements
Signal attenuation is the most accessible and affordable measurement to use in estimating
the node-to-node distance; however, it suffers from noisy and inaccurate measurements
or delays due to fading channels. Most of the current range-based localization methods
first estimate the distance based on the empirical channel models and then infer location.
Trilateration is the most basic and intuitive way for positioning [121]. This method com-
putes a node’s position via the intersection of three circles. In real-world applications, the
distance estimation inaccuracies as well as the erroneous position information of reference
nodes results in an infinite set of possible positions.
Furthermore, when a larger number of reference points are available, we can use mul-
tilateration to determine the node position and an over determined system of equations
must be solved. Usually, over determined systems do not have a unique solution (Ax = b),
but can be easily solved using traditional methods (e.g., the least squares method). The
presented method in (3.6) has been employed to derive the radius of the circles in which a


















In this equation, signal attenuation (Ai), the path loss exponent (n), the distance
ratio (k = d1
d2
), the distance between two base stations (D), the standard deviation (σ2 =
2.2− 8.3) and a correlation coefficient of shadow components (ρ = 0.3− 0.8) are the input
parameters [71, 87].
For GSM localization, we need to extract the required field from the Network Measure-
ment Report (NMR) database. Table 3.1 lists the typical fields in the NMR file. Primary
positioning in many localization algorithms requires this information.
To extract the real distance between Mobile Stations (MS) and Base Transceiver Sys-
tems (BTS), base station physical geometry is required too. Some of the communication
models require more information about the antenna type, antenna direction, beam width
and so on. This information is available in another database (Table 3.1).
Figure 3.6 is a typical distribution of base stations in a cellular network.
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Network Management Report
Timestamp Time stamp of event
Cell The CGI of the current serving cell
Event Type of report
IMSI IMSI
IMEI IMEI
Key Current encryption key associated with the MS
TA Current Timing Advance in microseconds
trxTxLevel TRX power reduction in dB










Table 3.1: Network Management Report.
3.1.3 Bimodal data fusion using particle filters
The dynamics of the system can be described by the system equation:
xk = f(xk−1, wk) (3.7)
where xk ∈ Rnx is the system base state (position), and wk ∈ Rnw is the state noise,
with k ∈ N , N is the set of natural numbers. The measurement equation has the form of:
yk = h(xk, vk) (3.8)
where yk ∈ Rnz is the observation, and vk ∈ Rnv is the measurement noise. Functions
f(.) and h(.) are nonlinear in general. It is assumed that the observations are taken at dis-
crete time points from either radio or visual signals. For the bimodal localization process,
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Figure 3.6: A typical distributions of communication towers in a cellular network.
we have utilized hybrid particles to fully characterize the state xk which is frequently eval-
uated from the conditional probability density function and a set of bimodal measurements
y1:k = {y1, y2, ..., yk} up to time instant k.
As here we have two different sources of data that change over time, the sampling
method must be adaptive, e.g., when we receive a camera shot, we can extract the position
from visual data with higher accuracy than RSS measurements at the same time. Some-
times we have occlusion in the cell phone camera photo or scene itself, or the local video is
not up to date. In this case, we must adjust the particles’ weights to minimize inaccurate
measurements effects. By this adjustment, the weight of a particle will be proportional to
the normalized combination of two likelihoods (3.9) when measurements are available from
both sources:
p(yk|xik) = α1×p(y1k|xik) + α2×p(y2k|xik) (3.9)
In this equation, α1 and α2 values (modality confidence coefficients) can be set based on
a probabilistic or deterministic modal model. In the simplest form, they can be set based
on the quality of measurements. In some environments, the quality of measurements drop
significantly due to propagation channel (e.g., obstruction, reflection, diffraction). We may
assign lower weights at these cases. Figure 3.8 shows the effect of confidence coefficients
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Figure 3.7: Particle fusion by adaptive weighting of samples from radio (α1 = 2) and visual
(α2 = 5) sources. The confidence coefficients can be defined based on the environmental
condition.
α1 (for radio particles) and α2 (for visual particles) on estimation error for a typical case
of uncertainty ratio between measurements. In case of data lacking for a modal, these
values may tend to zero. It can result in long converging time. Figure 3.7 shows the
hybrid particles’ weights for a single iteration of our filtering scheme with 1000 particles
at maximum.
For data fusion and filtering, a general particle filtering method has been applied in
four stages for time instances k = 0, 1, 2, . . . as follows:
• for i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N , sample
xik ∼ p(xk|xi0:k−1, y0:k) that xi0:k ≡ (xi0:k−1, xik)
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Figure 3.8: Estimation error vs. modal confidence coefficients α1 (radio) and α2 (visual)
for measurement uncertainty ratio η1/η2 = 7.27. Higher confidence coefficient value for the
2nd source causes lower estimation error.














• for i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N , compute fused weights
ŵik = α1×ŵik(1) + α2×ŵik(2)








where ŵik(s) is the non-normalized weight of sample i at time k for source s. As
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Figure 3.9: Particle filtering evolution with 50 hybrid particles after 1, 2, 9 and 20 iterations
around the primary user position, located by trilateration in a cellular network.
a performance metric, the estimate ÎN(fn) of the posterior expectation IN(fn) can be












In this working flow, two main stages can be distinguished: transition and resampling.
During the transition, each particle is weighted according to the state model in the presence
of noise. Then in the update stage the particle’s weight is re-evaluated based on the
recent measurement. A resampling procedure eliminates particles with small weights and
replicates them with higher weights.
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Figure 3.10: Position estimation error and number of iterations versus number of hybrid
particles with the same error-mean threshold value. Number-of-particles plays a key role
in system convergence time and the accuracy of localization.
Figure 3.9 shows the particles’ distribution after a few iterations. It is a combination of
extracted positions from available measurements on received signal strength and camera
shots.
3.2 Experimental Results
We have developed a simulation framework to simultaneously implement, simulate and
evaluate the proposed multimodal data fusion and localization methods under the same
platform. This platform has several adjustable parameters that can affect the overall per-
formance and computation cost. These parameters include camera calibration, video frame
resolution, number of features in template matching process, number of partitions in video
frames, window size in template matching, number of anchors in multilateration, modal
confidence coefficients, number of particles and error-mean threshold. In the following re-
sults, the original image (shot and video frames) have been divided into 16 partitions. The
minimum number of features in each partition is set to 12 (as Figure 3.4). By computing
the Hamming Distance (HD) between feature points in partitions, we find the best match
of the camera shot with a video frame. These HD values can be used directly for com-
puting the posterior probabilities in particle filters. The system may fail for some reasons
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Figure 3.11: Estimation error and number of iterations vs. number of particle for different
error mean thresholds: 100 (square), 200 (diamond), 300 (asterisk) and 400 (circle).
including high occlusion, especially in regions with high moving objects, i.e., people and
cars. In such scenes, many of the feature points assigned to moving objects are misleading
for the frame-matching algorithm.
Figure 3.10 depicts the estimation error versus the number of particles in the system
as well as the average number of iterations versus the number of particles. The number of
particles plays a key role in system convergence time along with the accuracy of localization.
The required number of particles depends on the problem itself and quality of acquired
data. The system may converge with fewer particles if we provide high-quality data sam-
ples.
Estimation error can be investigated against the confidence coefficients α1 (radio par-
ticles) and α2 (visual particles) for a different measurement uncertainty ratio (i.e., η1/η2 =
7.27). A higher confidence coefficient value for the second source causes lower estimation
errors. However, the confidence coefficient depends on the data quality itself and no reli-
able metrics exist to describe that. The frequency of camera shots has the least impact
in generation of particles and even with a single camera shot we can start to localize the
mobile user.
Figure 3.11 shows the effect of the error-mean threshold on the estimated error. Higher
error thresholds (performance metric) result in low accuracy but fast convergence times.
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3.3 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we proposed a novel multimodal data fusion approach that applied for
localization of mobile users in cellular networks. First, a series of vision-based algorithms
applied to derive a preliminary mobile user position from monocular vision to augment
with estimated location in a cellular network. These algorithms have been used for feature
extraction, feature matching, perspective-n-point depth inversing. In the next step, particle
filters employed to fuse bimodal radio-visual position estimations via signal strength and
monocular vision measurements.
This approach improves the accuracy of signal strength-based localization methods by
augmenting it with visual information. We show that fusing frequent inaccurate mea-
surements with low-frequent accurate ones may increase the performance of localization
significantly. This fusion can take place at different processing stages of mobility modeling.
The main limitation of the proposed method is the fact it requires an up to date
video capture of the environment. Although, the experiments show that the proposed
method is robust against environmental changes, it may not be suitable for highly changing
environments, for example, in environments with parked cars, moving people, trees, and
buildings that their visual characteristics (i.e., shape, color, brightness) vary across video
instances. Occlusion can have a significant impact on the system performance.
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Chapter 4
State estimation from Sparse and
Inconsistent Measurements
Mobility models in CPS demand high degree of accuracy in state (i.e., position, veloc-
ity, acceleration) estimation of mobile agents, especially, when sparse measurements are
available due to some restrictions in data acquisition. Accurate state estimation of mo-
bile agents has long been considered as a challenging task in wireless networks. In this
chapter, we investigate the sensor state estimation problem where a target sensor measures
inconsistent signals as received-signal-strength or time-of-arrival from anchor sensors with
known locations, whereas target sensor mobility state must be estimated. We know that
even in large-scale wireless sensor networks, information is relatively sparse compared with
the number of sensors. In such networks, the state estimation problem can be recast as
a sparse signal recovery problem in the discrete spatial domain from a small number of
linear measurements by solving an under-determined linear system. Exploitation of com-
pressive sensing theory enables us to recover sparse signals from far fewer samples than
the Nyquist sampling rate. The proposed method uses a few inconsistent measurements
to estimate the mobile agent’s state over a non-symmetric spatial grid. In this method,
an `1-norm minimization program is used to recover the state of mobile agent in WiFi
networks. The performance of the proposed method is evaluated through simulations with
both synthetic and real measurements. Figure 4.1 is a sketch of problem that we tackle
in this chapter. There are several constraints on choosing a state estimation method (e.g.,
computational power and environmental conditions). A simple solution is by using the
Global-Positioning-System (GPS) that provides highly accurate location estimation. Such
accuracy is affected by a number of factors, including satellite positions, noise in the radio
signal, atmospheric conditions and natural barriers in the signal path. Unfortunately, in
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Figure 4.1: Processing sparse and inconsistent Measurements. Sparce measurements at
successive time instances in the same modality (i.e., TOA, RSS or POA) are processed to
recover the state (i.e., position) of a mobile agent.
dense urban areas or indoors, buildings can mask the received signal and in these cases
the localization accuracy drops considerably. To overcome these problems, other localiza-
tion techniques like anchor-based methods have been proposed where a few nodes (called
anchors) have known locations while the remaining nodes need to estimate their positions
[118]. Most of the proposed methods for wireless device localization use the anchor-based
localization schemes. There is extensive research on static or dynamic state estimation
that have recently been dominated by Bayesian techniques (i.e., Kalman filters, Particle
filters, random finite sets) with multi-modal (i.e., radio, video, audio) data [24, 34, 106].
The proposed state estimation method in this thesis can be applied when the number
of measurements are not enough (sparse) to estimate the user’s state. In such cases, we
can process a set of measurements to estimate the states of multiple users simultaneously.
This method can be integrated with other localization approaches to augment them with
compressive sensing unique features.
Compressive-Sensing, also known as compressed sensing, compressive sampling and
sparse sampling, is a procedure for reconstructing a signal utilizing the prior sparse or
compressible knowledge. The field has existed for several decades, but recently has been
intensively considered again [32, 16, 99, 18] and as a consequence, it has been admired
to improve the performance and robustness of state estimation methods from sparse in-
formation [21, 40]. In CS-based methods, the mobile device state can be estimated by
finding the sparsest solution of an under-determined linear system. It has been proven
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Figure 4.2: Mobility state estimation. Available measurements from five sensors are
processed to estimate the target location. Sensors have distributed in 14m×13m office
area. Measurement area is partitioned by 1.8m-height cubicle walls with hard-partitioned
offices, external glass windows, and cement walls on the outside of area.
that `1-norm minimization results is an optimal solution for this problem [33]. A complete
list of proposed methods and solutions is available on [57].
Our proposed mobility estimation method is a compressive sensing approach to apply
on sparse and inconsistent signal measurements where an accurate state estimation is not
applicable due to sparse number of measurements. The estimation problem is formulated as
a sparse approximation of a sparsifying matrix (dictionary) in which its elements are mea-
surements of received signal (e.g., received-signal-strength or time-of-arrival) at discretized
points or grids as Figure 4.2.
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4.1 State Estimation through Compressive Sensing
The proposed state estimation method in this chapter utilizes CS theory to estimate wire-
less device position in cyber physical systems via noisy RSS or TOA measurements. Con-
sider an isotropic medium with N reference points (grid), where a wireless device (target)
is located in it with M available measurements from other devices (sensors) or reference
points (anchors), while the number of measurements is much smaller than the grid size
(MN).
Recent theoretical results in CS have developed a series of algorithms to recover a signal
from highly incomplete information via a small set of incoherent projections. The results
also state that a sparse vector x∈RN can be recovered from a small number of linear
measurements by solving an under-determined linear system:
y = Sx+ ε, s.t. x ∈ RK and K  N (4.1)
The solution of the above problem is called the sparse solution. It is clear that the
above problem can be solved in a finite time. However, there could be CKN combinations
of non-singular linear systems to be solved. An undetermined system of linear equations
has zero or infinite solutions that form an affine space [33]. The sparsest solution of (4.1)
can be achieved by searching the minimum `p-norm in N-dimensional space, defined as:







In specific cases, the `1 and `0 norms of a vector are defined as the summation of
absolute values of vector elements and number of non-zero elements respectively:
‖ x ‖1 :=
N∑
i=1







0 if x is zero
1 if x is non-zero
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Under suitable conditions, minimizing the `1-norm is equivalent to minimizing `0-norm,
but the former is computationally more tractable than the latter, where the latter one is
very sensitive to measurement noise. Although there are many algorithms presented in
literature to find the minimums in both norm spaces, the signal processing community
usually uses the `1-norm to describe a signal with just a few components [31, 66, 82].
Most of the proposed solutions to find the minimum utilize linear programming (LP)
or second-order cone programming (SOCP) approaches to solve the problem. One of the
most successful solutions presented in the literatureknown as Basis Pursuits (BP)seeks the
minimum `1-norm distance (Manhattan Distance) by linear programming:
min
x
‖ x ‖1 s.t. y = Sx (4.4)
In our work, we have used `1-magic toolbox which has implemented signal recovery
procedures in MATLAB [57]. In this package, the linear and quadratic problems are solved
using a generic path-following, primal-dual method and a generic log-barrier algorithm
respectively [13]. Among the proposed solutions in this package, we have selected `1-
optimization for signal reconstruction. With the above assumptions, the state estimation
problem can be recast as a sparse signal recovery problem in the discrete spatial domain.
According to the CS theory, the K-sparse representations x of sensor location can be
recovered from noisy measurements y that satisfy this equation:
y = ΦΨx+ ε (4.5)
where ΨN×N is the sparsifying basis (dictionary), ΦM×N is the measurement matrix
and ε is the measurement noise. The ΨN×N dictionary is made by signal readings on the
grid points. Thus, Ψij is the signal measurement reading on grid point i received from the
grid point j.
For simulation purposes based on the RSS information, the sparsifying frame ΨN×N
can be generated using the radio propagation channel model:
Ψij = pij = p0 − 10nplog10(dij/d0), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N (4.6)
where pij is the received signal power in decibel milliwatts (dBm), dij is the real
transmitter-receiver distance, d0 is the reference distance for the antenna at far field with
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received power p0 and is the path loss exponent np. For TOA based simulations a similar
equation can be used where tij is the propagation delay between nodes with speed of light
c.
Ψij = tij = dij/c, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N (4.7)
To apply CS theory and solve the problem by linear programming the ΨΦ must hold
the Restricted Isometry Property [21, 16]. Since the sparsifying basis Ψ and the measure-
ment matrix Φ are usually coherent, an orthogonalization step must be applied first [40].
Considering the sensing matrix S = ΦΨ, (4.5) can be recast to have an orthogonal basis
T as:
TS†y = TS†Sx+ TS†ε (4.8)
where T is the orthogonal basis for S (i.e., TT ′ = I) with pseudo-inverse S†. Thus,
(4.5) is replaced by (4.9) creating a simple `1-minimization problem.
z = TS†y = Tx+ ε′ (4.9)
Figure 4.3 is a snapshot from the proposed localization process using CS for target
number 4 in our simulation platform. This sensor has four RSS measurements y from
sensors number 3, 10, 35 and 44 in a low-SNR regime. The estimated signal has 3 major
components above a predefined 0.9 threshold. The estimated target location x has distance
error 163cm. Figure 4.4 is the similar snapshot of the same target for TOA measurements.
The performance of the method depends on several parameters including the measure-
ment noise ε, so in a recovered signal, we may find non-zero components Ci around the
exact index of a target that must be considered to increase the performance of the system.
We have used the normalized values of theses coefficients to locate the target precisely.
A threshold (thr) has been defined on the summation of normalized components Ci to
select n largest components. Then an iterative method is applied to select m out of those
n components (2 ≤ m ≤ 3) with minimum cumulative distance error overall. Eventually,
the values of the selected components are processed to estimate the location of the target.
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Figure 4.3: State estimation of sensor 4 (target) using RSS measurements from sensors
3, 10, 35 and 44 (anchors) in low-SNR (snr = 5dB) and high-threshold (thr = 0.9) scenario.
Three largest coefficients of recovered signal x are used to estimate target location (err =
163cm).
argmin ‖Cj‖ s.t. 1≤j≤n∑
i=1
Csi x = b s.t.
n∑
k=1
Ck > thr (4.10)
An additional refinement scheme must be applied to increase the system performance,
if we do not map the target extracted location to one of grid points.
4.2 Experimental Results
In this section we provide details on the experimental evaluation of the proposed method
using real RSS or TOA measurements in an office environment. Our simulation setup was
developed in MATLAB using the measurement data provided by [91]. The test environment
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Figure 4.4: State estimation of sensor 4 (target) using TOA measurements from sensors
3, 10, 35 and 44 (anchors) in low-SNR (snr = 5dB) and high-threshold (thr = 0.9) scenario.
Three largest coefficients of recovered signal x are used to estimate target location (err =
71cm).
is a partitioned office with forty-four sensors located in identified coordinates within a
14m×13m area. Two sets of measurements are available for RSS and TOA signal types.
The transmit power was 10mW at center frequency 2.443GHz and Signal-to-Noise ratio
was maintained greater than 25dB to compensate for noise and ISM-band interference.
For TOA measurements, both TX and RX are synchronized by 1 pulse per second (1PPS)
signals. The time base standard deviation (≥2ns) was achieved in these measurements. All
devices are in range of each other, so a total of 44×43×5=9460 measurements are taken.
Figure 4.2 shows this test-bed for simulations. Targets and anchors are selected in a
random way from 44 possible reference points. The sparsity matrix Ψ44×44 (dictionary)
has already been provided through the field measurements.
Figure 4.5 plots the distribution of measurements in both RSS and TOA dictionaries.
Every entry in these matrices is an average of five measurements under the same conditions.
Estimated bias (tij − dij/c) for TOA measurements is around 10.9ns, where tij and dij are
estimated time and real distance between nodes i and j in test-bed [91].
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Figure 4.5: Probability distribution of 9460 (44 × 43 × 5) RSS and TOA measurements.
Estimated bias delay for TOA measurements is around 10.9ns.
If the estimated sensor location is mapped to one of the grid points in discrete spatial
(no refinement process), (6.1) can be used as a metric to find the normalized distance
estimation error of the target in performance evaluation, otherwise Euclidean distance
‖ xi − x̂i ‖2 is a proper metric.
err =
‖ xi − x̂i ‖2
max(‖ xi − xj ‖2)
, ∀ j ∈ [1 · ·N ] (4.11)
The performance of the proposed scheme is compared to the multilateration localization
method. Figure 4.6 plots the distance estimation error for all sensors in our test-bed from
randomly selected anchors. The snr and thr are fixed and the same for both methods in
this result.
Figure 4.7 shows the performance of the proposed method in the presence of noise for
different signal-to-noise ratios. In these measurements the transmitted signal power is fixed
at 10mW. As we expected, in high-SNR regimes, sensor location can be recovered perfectly
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Figure 4.6: The performance of position state recovery. Multilateration vs. Compressive
Sensing. The snr and thr are set to 25dB and 0.9. Average estimation error (err) is 4.96,
3.64 and 1.22 for the corresponding methods.
from a few measurements. In this scenario the main component in the recovered signal x
is usually above the threshold (thr) itself.
Figure 4.7 also shows the performance vs. the different threshold values. In low-SNR
regimes, low thresholds involve more non-zero components in the refinement process that
increase error probability. An adaptive method can be developed to set the threshold
proportional to the signal-to-noise ratio.
4.3 Chapter Summary
To provide a model of user mobility pattern in CPS, we shall solve the state estimation
problem from sparse and inconsistent measurements in an efficient way. The motivation for
the presented method in this chapter has been to verify the accuracy with which one can
estimate the sensor state, utilizing compressive sensing theory when sparse measurements
exist. This chapter began with problem formulation of state estimation from sparse and
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Figure 4.7: Estimation error in CS localization for different snr and thr values. The
threshold and signal-to-noise values are set to 0.9 and 10dB respectively. The higher
threshold values involve more coefficients in refinement process that make system unstable.
inconsistent measurements inside the compressive sensing framework. We found that the
target state can be recovered precisely from sparse RSS and TOA measurements in the
high-SNR regimes. In low-SNR regimes, the estimation from the TOA measurements shows
higher performance than the RSS measurements that still suffer from a high fluctuation in
signal amplitude. The performance depends on several parameters such as the signal-to-
noise ratio, number of targets, number of measurements, linear programming procedure,
sensor deployment and network topology. As we expected, noise power has the main effect
on localization performance using RSS information. Constructing an adaptive sensing
matrix is the most difficult part of the system that affects the performance directly. This
method was proposed primarily to mobility state estimation in a CPS when a sparse
number of measurements are available due to system restrictions. Applying this method
to massive sensory data in wireless sensor networks may improve the resource utilization





Traffic estimation and prediction services play a key role in most cyber physical systems as
intelligent transportation systems. The performance of such systems is heavily dependent
on the availability of traffic flow information and the system’s ability to analyze the different
types of floating car data to derive reliable traffic flow estimates. In this chapter, we
propose a parametric statistical approach to estimate the traffic flow from floating car data.
The localized cumulative distance among Gaussian kernels is minimized through quadratic
optimization to weigh the Gaussian mixtures located on the points-of-interest in traffic
estimation processes. Road geospatial coordinates are employed as optimization constraints
and as priori knowledge on kernel means and bandwidths. A probabilistic framework is
used to extract system parameters by modeling the measurements by means of a generalized
Gaussian density function. Computational complexity is relaxed by linear approximation of
kernel weights and the effect of this process on performance is investigated. The proposed
approach is applied to real measurements of floating car data obtained from cellphone
mobility data. This approach can be augmented by other traffic sensory data, such as
cameras and loop sensors. Figure 5.1 is a sketch of problem that we tackle in this chapter.
5.1 Mathematical Formulation
We proposes a kernel-based method to model the traffic flow at macroscopic level. A
statistical approach is used to extract kernel parameters (i.e., mean and bandwidth) from
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Figure 5.1: Processing massive sensory data. Collected position samples in the same
modality at successive time instances are processed to model the density of traffic flow in
CPS.
floating car data. In the rest of this section, we review the mathematical formulation of
kernel-based densities in general form and the role of Localized Cumulative Distribution
(LCD) function in comparing and finding the distance (similarity) between distributions.
In the parametric minimum distance estimation, the most important step is the quan-
tification of degree-of-closeness between the sample data and the parametric model. This
distance between the data and the model is usually described as a parametric function. In
statistical inference, two broad types of distances between the distribution functions and
the probability density functions are presented. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov, Cramer-von
Mises and Anderson-Darling distances are examples of first-type distances. The second-
type of distances (i.e., density-based distances) includes the Hellinger, Kullback-Leibler
divergence, the family of chi-square distances as a whole, and some other families like
Bregman divergence and Burbea-Rao divergence [11]. While the parametric inference is
the primary use of minimum distance estimation methods, it can be used as a test of
goodness-of-fit. There is also fundamental difference between the two classes of applica-
tions. In parametric inference, robustness is a concern but the aim is to decrease the effect
of inconsistent measurements with the model. In goodness-of-fit problem, we are inter-
ested in magnifying the small deviations from the hypothesized model to achieve higher
performance.
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov general distance measurement ρ between distribution func-







where ψ(u) = 1 gives the Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance measure.




(F (z)−G(z))2ψ(F (z))dF (z) (5.2)
where ψ(u) = 1 gives the Cramer-von Mises and ψ(u) = [u(1−u)]−1 gives the Anderson-
Darling distance measure.
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test has long been used as a useful tool in various applica-
tions, e.g., approximation of distribution functions, goodness-of-fit test and test for nor-
mality. The Cramer-von Mises test is widely used in goodness-of-fit testing and parametric
estimation. The Anderson-Darling distance test outperforms the other distance tests in
this class for the normality test. In our approach we have used the Cramer-von Mises dis-
tance test for approximating the empirical data samples from massive sensory data (i.e.,
Floating Car Data).
Given a set of Ns independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random sample vec-
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This density function shall be estimated in the form of axis-aligned Gaussian mixtures







N (xk − µki , σki) (5.4)









The above mixture contains Np Gaussian components, one aligned to each of the N -
dimensions with mean µki and standard deviation ski . In our estimation, the Gaussian
components are centered at data samples (µki = x
i
s) while the standard-variation (band-
width) of each dimension is fixed and determined as a priori (σki = s). By making these
assumptions, the only unknown parameter in (5.4) is the kernel weights ~α = [α1, . . . , αM ].
These kernel weights shall be optimized later to minimize the distance between the empir-
ical and estimated distributions.
In order to compare probability distributions or determine their similarity, several meth-
ods (e.g., Kolmogorov-Smirnov, Cramer-von Mises) have been proposed, but generally they
are not suitable for multi-dimensional probability distributions.
5.2 Density Modeling in Transportation Systems
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) are complex CPS that combine cyber aspects (i.e.,
wireless communication) with physical aspects (i.e., movement) in time and space. Current
ITS implementations employ advanced technologies and modern management techniques
to deliver important services, including Advanced Traveler Information Systems (ATIS)
and Advanced Traffic Management Systems (ATMS). The efficiency of such systems is
highly demanded. Recent developments in Intelligent Transportation Systems have placed
more importance on the management of existing resources to enhance performance and
provide new services such as Dynamic Traffic Assignment (DTA) and Traffic Estimation
and Prediction (TEP). In both services, traffic flow modeling is a key requirement.
Traffic congestion is one of the main issues to be addressed due to its impact on the
economy and the environment. This persistent issue has been a global concern for the last
few decades and effective solutions have yet to be witnessed. Recognizing that there are
more vehicles being introduced daily into the already limited-capacity road network makes
one realize that this issue will continue to worsen unless effective solutions are developed.
The reduction of traffic congestion can be achieved through effective deployment of an
infrastructure of fixed or mobile sensors, e.g., radars, cameras, loop detectors, navigation
devices and even pedestrian crossing buttons to collect input data for traffic management.
These devices usually measure a vast variety of traffic-related quantities (e.g., position,
speed and vehicle counts) which can be employed in behavioral modeling and prediction of
the traffic systems. Most of the fixed sensors are placed on highways and roads to report
traffic statistics frequently. On the other hand, we also expect valuable streams of sen-
sory data through distributed mobile sensors in moving cars, i.e., floating car data (FCD).
The traffic congestion problem can be tackled by different mathematical (i.e., statistical
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or probabilistic) methods. An extensive literature on the subject of statistical and proba-
bilistic modeling exists with the most important probabilistic models being the Bayesian
Networks, the Dynamic Bayesian Networks and the Hidden Markov Models because they
can be also utilized for density estimation of sensory data samples [101].
The main objective of this work is to provide a statistical framework to model and
process massive amounts of floating car sensory data to tackle the road traffic congestion
problem. The proposed method is a kernel-based optimization method that minimize the
distance between localized cumulative distributions of data samples [63]. Such probabilistic
frameworks can be employed as a data fusion engine in traffic management with multiple
modalities of sensory data. Kernel density estimation is a parametric way to estimate a
probability density function and works as a data smoothing solution when inferences are
made based on a finite number of data samples that have been used studied over the past
decades in transportation systems [76].
In our approach, in order to compare the fD and fGM distributions, the Cramer-von
Mises distance between their cumulative distributions is used. The localized cumulative
distribution is an alternative representation of the cumulative distribution function ob-
tained from the integration of probability density with symmetric kernels. Unlike the
cumulative distribution, the localized cumulative distribution is unique, symmetric and
well-defined for multi-dimensional probability distributions [47].
Given a multivariate N-dimensional random vector ~x∈RN and the corresponding prob-
ability density function f(~x) : RN→R+, the localized cumulative distribution F (~x, b) :
RN+×RN→[0, 1] with the bandwidth b∈R+ is defined as:
F (~x, b) = P (|~x− x| ≤ 1
2
b) (5.6)
The cumulative distribution function can be generalized based on a suitable kernel
Kb(~x, ~m) : R
N×RN+→[0, 1] centered at ~m with bandwidth b as:




If we consider only separable Gaussian kernels with mean ~m = [m1,m2, . . . ,mN ] and




N (xk −mk, b) (5.8)
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Figure 5.2: Proposed method: probability distribution functions of collected position sam-
ples from Floating Car Data (FCD) and points-of-interests in traffic modeling are ap-
proximated with Gaussian mixtures. The Cramer-von Mises distance between Localized
Cumulative Distributions (LCD) of these probability densities is minimized to extract the
optimized weights of Gaussian mixtures. From optimized weights, road densities including
the points-of-interests can be interpolated.
After computation of the localized cumulative distributions, the distance between prob-
ability density functions (5.3) and (5.4) shall be minimized to find the optimized weights
of the Gaussian mixtures (αi) in (5.4). Eventually, from this optimized distributions, we
extract the densities for the points-of-interest in our local map.
5.3 Non-Parametric Kernel Weighting
We propose a statistical approach that can be employed in processing massive position
sensory data, collected from floating cars to model road traffic density in transportation
systems. A series of i.i.d. position samples have been processed to extract optimized
weights of Gaussian mixtures with predefined kernel parameters (i.e., mean and variance).
The optimized kernels build the density distribution function of the samples that can be
easily converted later to standard traffic metrics.
Figure 5.2 is the block diagram of the proposed method. Probability density functions
of collected position samples from Floating Car Data (FCD) and Points-of-Interest (POI)
in transportation networks are approximated by Gaussian kernels with predefined mean
and variance parameters, then the distance between their localized cumulative distributions
is minimized to extract the optimized weights of the Gaussian mixtures.
As our field data usually comes from 2D measurements (e.g., longitude and latitude),
for the rest of this chapter, only separable Gaussian kernels in two-dimensional domain
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Figure 5.3: Snapshot of sample distributions for road density estimation through Expec-
tation Maximization for Gaussian mixtures. The collected position samples from driv-
ing cars are approximated by a mixture of Gaussian kernels to extract the road density
in transportation network. The kernel means and variances are extracted for the same
points-of-interests.
(N = 2) with mean ~m = {mx,my} and bandwidth ~s = {sx, sy} are considered. With this










αiN (x− xip, sx)N (y − yip, sy) (5.10)
As a snapshot of empirical data, Figure 5.3 shows distributions of cars as well as points-
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of-interest and derived position samples from cars (floating car data) in traffic modeling.
A Gaussian kernel can be considered around each of the points under normal condition.
In order to compare the probability distribution functions, the localized cumulative distri-
bution is extracted first from an empirical data set. (5.11) and (5.12) are corresponding
localized cumulative distributions of (5.9) and (5.10) respectively, in which, b and s are

















After finding the localized cumulative distributions of fD and fGM , the modified Cramer-







(FGM(~m, b)− FD(~m, b))2d~mdb (5.13)
Distance D in (5.13) is only dependent on the kernel weights αi in (5.10) that shall be
minimized later [63]. It is obvious that the kernel weights are limited to one (0 ≤ αi ≤ 1)
with a summation equal or less than a constant that can be adjusted based on the empirical
sample distribution. For any optimization process, we usually have a regularization factor






Considering distance measurement D and regularization term R, a new term Q :=
D + c × R can be defined quadratic in parameter α. The constant c ∈ R is a trade-off
coefficient that reflects the regularization belief in the optimization process. Simply, the
optimization problem can be formulated as a quadratic programming in terms of α:
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~̂α = arg minQ s.t. 0 ≤ αi ≤ 1 (5.15)
Regularized distance Q is represented in closed forms [63] as:
Q := ~αTP1~α− 2~αTP2 + c× ~αTP3~α (5.16)






(xip − xjp)2 + (yip − yjp)2
s2 + b2
} (5.17)



















(xip − xjp)2 + (yip − yjp)2
s2
} (5.19)
The additional constraints on parameter αi may enforce the optimization process to
result in a convex combination of weights. Finally, the Gaussian mixtures with optimized
weights construct the density estimates around the points-of-interest. The density val-
ues for other points on the road can be extracted from primary estimates through this
interpolation.
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Figure 5.4: Sparse P1 and P3 matrices for highways. The off-diagonal elements of these
matrices tend to zero where the points-of-interests are spatially distributed on a highway.
5.3.1 Linear Approximation
To reduce the computational costs of the method, we may investigate the degradation due
to the linear approximation instead of the quadratic one. In case of largely distributed
means ~m, the off diagonal elements in P1 and P3 matrices tend to zero (Figure 5.4). In
this case the distribution distances can be approximated based on the P2 matrix that is a









(xis − xjp)2 + (yis − yjp)2
s2 + 2b2
} (5.20)
By this assumption, we can rephrase the (5.16) as (5.20) and find optimized weights
through linear optimization.
5.3.2 Expectation Maximization
Expectation Maximization (EM) is one of numeral methods to evaluate multi-variate func-
tions [28]. In order to compare the performance of the proposed method with other methods
in existence based on the Gaussian Mixtures, we have utilized the EM algorithmproposed
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by Dempster, Laird and Rubin [28]to find the mean and variance of the mixtures. The
EM algorithm has become a popular tool in statistical estimation problems involving in-
complete data or similar problems such as mixture estimation.
The EM algorithm is a general method to find an explanation of the observed data
Y = Y m,m = 1, . . . ,M in terms of a parametric description of data X. Formally, we seek
a maximum-likelihood estimate of the parameter vector θ:
θ̂ = arg min
θ
log pY (Y |θ) (5.21)
while pY is related to the complete-data X by:




where X(Y ) denotes all values of X for which Y (X) = Y . Since we do not have the full
data X to compute the solution (5.22) directly, we maximize its expectation E[log p(X|θ)].
This expectation is taken over the probability distribution governing X, which is deter-
mined by the known values Y and the probability density function describing the unob-
served portion of X.
Unfortunately, we do not have the parameter vector θ that defines the probability
distribution governing X as this vector is exactly what we set out to find in the first place.
Therefore, we use an estimate of it and iteratively improve it. Let us define a function Q
that expresses the sought expectation of the likelihood as a function of the parameters θ
that we are trying to estimate given the observed data Y and a current estimate θ̂ of the
parameters:
Q(θ|θ̂) = E[log p(X|θ)|Y, θ̂] (5.23)
This Q function will allow us to compute the expected log-likelihood of the complete
data X for any parameterization θ, while the expectations are computed using a fixed
probability distribution defined by the observed data Y and given a parameterization θ̂. If
we use the Normal probability distribution pk(y|µk, σk) = N (y − µk, σk), we can estimate
the Gaussian Mixtures mean and variance by expectation maximization [77, 78].
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Figure 5.5: Generalized Gaussian Density (GGD) for Laplacian (red) and Gaussian (blue)
special cases with the same standard-deviation (α = 2).
5.3.3 Data Assimilation
As we find in (5.17) and (5.18), the measured distance D is very sensitive to the kernel’s
bandwidth (b). This parameter is itself dependent on geographical constraints that can be
estimated from position samples (e.g., GPS logs). In order to have a proper estimate of
kernel bandwidth parameter, we have utilized the Generalized Gaussian Density (GGD)










e−ttz−1dt is the Gamma function and α models the peak-width
(standard-deviation) of the Probability Density Function (PDF), while β is inversely pro-
portional with the decreasing rate of the peak [30]. Sometimes α is referred to scale
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parameter while β is called the shape parameter. In special cases when β = 1 and β = 2,
it models the Laplacian and Gaussian PDFs respectively. Figure 5.5 shows the special
cases of GGD with the same standard deviation. It is shown that, among classic statistical
methods, the maximum-likelihood (ML) estimator gives the best results for GGD models
in parameter estimation for both large and small samples. The likelihood function of the
sample ~x = {x1, x2, . . . , xN} is defined as:




where α and β are parameters to be estimated. It is shown that α and β parameters































where Ψ(z) = Γ′(z)/Γ(z) is the digamma function [116]. If we fix β > 0 then from










And at the same time (5.27) parameter β̂ is the solution for the following equation:

























The above equation can be easily solved by numerical methods (e.g., Newton-Raphson)
effectively to find the GGD parameters for data modeling [30, 116].
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Figure 5.6: Stretch of highway I-880 CA, used in the Mobile Century experiment. The
vehicles repeatedly drove loops of six to ten miles in length continuously for eight hours
on four-lane freeway I-880 near Union City in the San Francisco Bay Area, California [52].
GPS samples collected in Mobile Century experiment. A segment of highway is selected
(highlighted) to model its position samples by Generalized Gaussian Distribution.
5.4 Experimental Results
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed method for road traffic modeling,
a simulation framework was developed in MATLAB to process both the synthetic and
realistic floating car data under different scenarios. To present robust statistics, all results
are averaged over 100 runs for every experiment. The performance of the proposed method
must be verified for each parameter individually (i.e., Np, Ns, SNR, b, s, and c) for both
synthetic and realistic data.
To illustrate the proposed method, we have employed it to model the collected floating
car data from 200 GPS-enabled mobile phones in vehicles for an extended period of three
months and the potential data [52]. Nicknamed the Mobile Century experiment, it involved
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100 vehicles carrying GPS-enabled Nokia N95 phones. All drivers were instructed to drive
normally with no other specific instructions. The vehicles repeatedly drove loops in lengths
of six to ten miles continuously for eight hours on highway I-880 in the San Francisco Bay
Area in California.
Figure 5.6 shows the collected GPS samples (FCD) in the Mobile Century experiment.
To define the points-of-interest, highways can be divided by the concatenated segments
between ramps (i.e., the exit or entrance ramp). We expect smooth density changes for
each segment. Northbound and southbound traffic can be analyzed independently if we
have enough accuracy (standard deviation of samples compared to road width) for position
samples (i.e., FCD).
To extract the noise model of FCD in Figure 5.6 and investigating data accuracy, we
may employ the equations (5.28) and (5.29) to extract the scale and shape parameters of
GGD model.
Figure 5.7 shows distribution of collected GPS measurements as well as the extracted
parameters for selected segments. The collected GPS measurements shown can be modeled
with scale and shape parameters α = 4.65 and β = 1.17 respectively. For simplicity, we
have used the Gaussian distribution (β = 2) with the standard deviation s = 1.96×α ' 9
to cover 95% of error probability. The noise model is independent from the physical
characteristics of the roads but it is dependent on measurement noise and the propagation
channel.
The bandwidth of kernel function (b) and noise model (s) have the highest influence on
the performance of the system and distance D between the localized cumulative distribu-
tions. The ratio between these bandwidths (b/s) can be investigated as an impact factor
on the density signal recovery error. The larger ratio value incorporates more position
samples in the estimation of density for each point-of-interest. Figure 5.8 plots the effect
of the ratio on normalized distance between cumulative distributions.
Besides the ratio between bandwidths, ratios can be independently changed to see their
effect on the optimized weights of the Gaussian mixtures under similar SNR regimes.
An exhaustive test was also conducted to profile the SNR effect on optimized weights
αi and their variation under different SNR regimes. Notice that in the ideal case and
with uniform distributions of FCD samples, for a system with ten points of interest, the
optimized weights are equal to αi = 1/Np = 0.1.
If we set the standard deviation s of the Gaussian Mixtures to extracted one from GGD
modeling, we can plot the estimation error versus to the kernel bandwidth b. As shown in
Figure 5.9 (left), it is monotonically increasing for quadratic optimization but decreasing
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Figure 5.7: Estimated parameters of Generalized Gaussian Density (α, β) = (4.65, 1.17)
from Floating Car GPS data samples in highlighted segment of Figure 5.6.
for linear approximation. There is also a trade-off factor c in (5.16) that increases the
effect of the regularization term R in optimization. Increasing this factor shows our belief
in regularization of the distance between LCDs. The magnitude order of regularization
factor should be set in an adaptive way on kernel bandwidths themselves.
Figure 5.9 (right) also shows a snapshot of the weight optimization process (linear and
quadratic) of the synthetic data in Figure 5.3 from 250 samples for 20 points-of-interests
under normal and high SNR conditions. The variations are around the uniform values of
weights (N−1p = 0.05). Linear approximation gives more smooth variation on weights αi
than a quadratic one.
The performance of the proposed method can be compared to similar approaches in
literature. Some analytical and an experimental comparison between the utilized method
and other parametric density estimation methods (e.g., EM, SVM) for Gaussian mixtures
have been already provided in the literature [63, 64]. We compared our method with the
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Figure 5.8: Normalized LCD distance between distributions (fD and fGM) after optimiza-
tion. The ratio between kernel bandwidths has the highest impact on system’s performance.
classic Expectation Maximization (EM) approach. Figure 5.3 shows the extracted Gaussian
kernels (i.e., mean and variance) by EM from the position samples. The centers (means) of
extracted Gaussian mixtures by EM are not necessary located on the road while we know
that all samples originated from cars driving on the road.
Figure 5.3 also shows the optimized weights that are extracted by the proposed method
(i.e., linear and quadratic) and the expectation maximization. The number of points-of-
interest and number-of-kernels are set to 20 to have a fair comparison between kernel
weights.
After finding the optimized weights for the Gaussian mixtures, we can estimate the
road traffic density based on the Gaussian mixtures at every point-of-interest. Figure 5.10
shows the normalized density estimation for the same road.
The extracted kernels mean and variance are used to estimate the traffic density for
points-of-interest for traffic estimation.
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Figure 5.9: Kernel bandwidth effect. The plot shows the effect of bandwidth variation
on signal recovery error in a high-SNR regime for linear and quadratic programs. The
optimized weights through linear and quadratic minimization are plotted for 20 points-of-
interests for both ideal and noisy off-road measurements.
The number of measurements has also one of the highest impacts on the performance
of this system. Figure 5.11 plots the estimation error versus the number of available
measurements in modeling and distance minimization. The plot reveals that even under
different SNR regimes, eventually, our estimation error converges. The minimum number
of required samples depends on system parameters as well as the spatial and temporal
distributions of the FCD samples. We may need to process a higher number of available
position samples in some traffic conditions, e.g., when the temporal or spatial distribution
is sparse.
5.5 Chapter Summary
This chapter has examined the problem of traffic density modeling in transportation net-
works and proposed a kernel-based density optimization technique to resolve this problem.
The weights of the Gaussian mixtures optimized through minimization of the Cramer-
von Mises distance between the localized cumulative distributions of the derived position
samples and the points-of-interest in traffic modeling.
The collected position samples of floating car data was modeled with Generalized Gaus-
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Figure 5.10: Road Traffic Modeling. Optimum kernel weights are extracted by minimizing
the distance between localized cumulative distributions of position samples from floating
car data and points-of-interest. The results are normalized for every road segment.
sian Density. Then, the distance between the localized cumulative distributions of the
probability densities centered at floating cars positions and points-of-interests was com-
puted. This distance was minimized through quadratic programming. From these opti-
mized weights, the probability distribution function around new points-of-interests can be
interpolated or estimated. The approach was applied to collected GPS data to evaluate its
performance.
The performance of the system depends on many parameters including the bandwidth
of kernels (b and s) as well as the trade-off factor (c) on regularization that can be defined
in an adaptive way for future work. Having a spatial-temporal model also helps us in
defining the kernels’ bandwidth as a Priori in the optimization process.
The proposed method can be easily adopted to model the traffic evolution in urban
areas under different traffic conditions. It can be also employed for congestion detection
or movement pattern analysis indoors using the collected position samples from hand-held
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Figure 5.11: Traffic density signal recovery error. The number of required FCD samples to
recover density signal varies under different signal-to-noise ratios. It depends on various
parameters including noise power, road segment size, spatial distribution of points-of-




Energy-Efficient State Recovery in
Cyber Physical Systems
The compressive sensing theory has been intensively employed to develop new methods
and applications. Energy conservation for every node in the network and overall energy
consumption is one of the main design issues in such networks. In large-scale sensor
networks, information is relatively sparse compared with the number of nodes. In such
networks, the state recovery problem can be recast as a sparse signal recovery problem
in the discrete spatial domain to be solved with a small number of linear measurements
as an under-determined linear system by a `1-norm minimization program. A series of
signal processing methods are applied to recover the current state of sensory data, e.g.,
temperature, pressure, force, flow, humidity, position or motion from noisy measurements.
We propose an energy-efficient state recovery method for sensor networks. As a proof
of concept, this method is employed to recover the air quality signal in an air quality
monitoring system which is a dense measurement vector from wide geographically spread
sensors. The signal contains the air quality indexes (AQI) of 866 weather stations that send
their AQI indexes to a central base station through wireless channel. In a megascopic level
the dynamic part (AC) of this signal may indicate the mobility in transportation system.
On the other hand, the elements of this vector are linear combinations of chemical sensors
with different modalities (e.g., ozone, sulfur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, carbon monoxide).
The signal itself is statistically similar to speed measurements in the transportation systems
both time and frequency domains. Wide geographical distributions of the sensors in this
system is the main reason to choose this type of date for evaluation of proposed energy
efficient method.
To have a sparse representation of the signal first it is transformed to the frequency-
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Figure 6.1: Energy-aware signal recovery. Measurement in the same modality at successive
time instances are reported to a central station to be processed in reconstructing the original
signal.
domain, then recovered and reconstructed from a small portion of coefficients. Different
random matrices driven from Bernoulli and Gaussian distributions are investigated to find
an energy-efficient sensing scheme for signal reconstruction. The results reveal more than
sixty percent savings in power consumption with only a ten percent reconstruction and
recovery error. The proposed method prolongs network lifetime with noticeable saving in
deployment and maintenance costs, especially in large-scale sensor networks with slowly
varying phenomena. Figure 6.1 is a sketch of problem that we tackle in this chapter.
6.1 Compressive-Sensing State Recovery
A sensor network is one of the essential parts in design and developing cyber-physical-
systems. It generally consists of autonomous wireless nodes numbering from a few to
several billions, e.g., cell-phones, used for area monitoring and environmental sensing by
processing massive sensory data such as temperature, pressure, sound, video, vibration,
force, flow, humidity, position and motion. These nodes are spatially distributed vary in
size, power consumption, mobility, topology, communication scheme and bandwidth, inter-
face, hardware, middle ware, and software. Energy conservation for every node and overall
energy consumption in the network is one of the main design issues in such networks. It
maintains the key role in the lifetime of the sensors and the network. If we consider the
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outputs of deployed sensors as a time-domain signal components in the form of a vector or
matrix, the theory of Compressive Sensing (CS) provides the opportunity to recover this
signal from a small number of random samples compared with the Nyquist rate that states
twice the maximum frequency sampling rate is required to recover a signal. Compressive
sensing (a.k.a. compressed sensing, compressive sampling and sparse sampling) is a proce-
dure for reconstructing a signal utilizing the prior sparse or compressible knowledge. The
field has existed for several decades, but recently has been considered intensively again. As
a consequence, it has been used to improve the performance and robustness of estimation
methods through sparse information [32, 16, 99, 18, 8]. One of the primary applications of
CS in wireless networks was introduced in [6] where the authors introduced and analyzed
an energy-efficient estimation method. In [83], a mobile cooperative network is consid-
ered to build a map of the spatial variations in the environment. Another energy-efficient
scheme by CS is proposed in [38] to achieve energy and bandwidth efficiency in the un-
derwater sensor network. Some works have utilized CS to localize or track mobile nodes
indoors via multi-modal data [21, 46, 107]. A comprehensive literature survey of CS-based
theories, methods and applications is available on [57]. There is extensive research on
static or dynamic state recovery methods that have recently been dominated by Bayesian
techniques (i.e., Kalman filters, Particle filters, random finite sets) with multi-modal (i.e.,
radio, video, audio) data [24, 34].
In this work, we consider the state recovery problem for sensor networks through sparse
and noisy measurements using compressive sensing theory. The state variable could be
formulated as a vector of sensory data samples of position, velocity, acceleration, and
temperate of nodes in a sensor network. We have applied the proposed method to collected
sensory data in a Cyber Physical System.
The proposed state recovery method in this chapter utilizes CS theory to estimate the
current state of n stationary sensors in the network via m measurements, while the number
of measurements is smaller than the grid size (m<n). Here, the state recovery problem is
recast as a sparse signal recovery problem in the discrete spatial domain. The method and
solutions presented in this chapter can be easily adopted with all cyber physical systems
with slight modifications. We have applied the CS theory to recover the current state
of nodes in a monitoring system, in which the nodes send their current measurements to
the monitoring center. Each node in such systems can range in size from a small box
to the size of a building. In such networks, the cost of monitoring (i.e., operation time,
power consumption) is a crucial design parameter. Consider a network with n stationary
nodes over the time period T , distributed in a coverage area to report measurements over
the same period of time. The state sti of node i at time ti can be defined as quadruple
sti = (ti, loni, lati, q
t
i). Figure 6.2 shows an example of such networks, which 866 nodes are
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Figure 6.2: A typical cyber-physical system. Nodes report measurements to central station
at time instance t. The state sti of node i at time ti can be defined as s
t
i = (ti, loni, lati, q
t
i).
Nodes are distributed over longitudes [-124.1997,-114.6005] and latitudes [32.3533,41.8457].
distributed over California State to monitor daily pollution levels of different chemicals
(e.g., ozone, sulfur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, carbon monoxide) and particles (lower than
10 micrometers) in multiple cities and regions.
In most sensing systems, the information is sparse compared to the number of nodes
(sparse state vector). In the case of a dense state vector a sparsifying operator Ψ can be
applied first to the original state vector. In our approach, Discrete Cosine Transform has
been used for sparsifying the time domain signal. The orthogonal bases such as DFT and
DCT are ideal sparsifying bases with almost zero mutual coherencies. Figure 6.3 shows a
256-point DCT sparsifying matrix:
If we sketch the energy of the represented signal in frequency domain versus the number
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Figure 6.3: Discrete Cosine Transform as sparsifying basis. An ideal sparsifying matrix to
convert dense observation signal to sparse one.
of components (Figure 6.4), we note that first 64 components (6% of signal length) of
the signal in transform domain contain 99% of signal energy. At the same time we can
recover the original signal with less than 10% recovery error with only 130 components
(13% of signal length). Both cases reveal that our signal can be represented sparsely in
transform domain (k ' 0.13n n) with acceptable recovery error or degradation in signal
quality. This error is accumulated with reconstruction error due to `1-minimization to solve
under-determined system with a limited number of measurements. The sparsity-order k is
dependent on original signal xand its transformation in the frequency domainand is usually
low (k < 0.2n) for slowly varying signals. Highly changing signals in the time domain are
more evenly distributed energies in frequency domain. We have used the DCT sparsifying
basis as it has better energy distribution among the highest energy bases functions than
DFT, with respect to MSE analysis.
There is no necessity to transfer the original signal to frequency domain if we have a
k-sparse representation of it. In this case, we may reconstruct the signal in the time domain
with a few measurements. The performance is affected by the measurement matrix (A)
and measurement noise (ε).
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Figure 6.4: Signal energy and recovery error in DCT domain. The first 64 components of
the signal in transform domain contain 99% of signal energy. The MSE analysis reveals
that original signal can be recovered with less than 10% recovery error with only 130
components.
Figure 6.5 depicts the original signal x and sparsified matrix z. Vector x contains 866
measurements from all available nodes. To have a sparse representation z of signal x, first
we apply a 1024-point DCT to transform it to the frequency domain.
Figure 6.6 shows the CS-based recovery in the frequency domain through sparse rep-
resentation of the signal. Original signal x in length of 866 is transferred to the frequency
domain to get the sparse representation z. First 64 components (k = 64  1024) in the
transform domain are selected for sparse reconstruction from 130 measurements (m = 130).
The reconstructed signal in the frequency domain is then recovered to the time domain.
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Figure 6.5: Time-domain measurements and its sparse representation in DCT domain.
The collected measurements from 866 nodes are sent to monitoring center. Discrete Cosine
Transform z of original dense signal x can be represented in sparse format.
6.2 Performance and Experimental Results
The performance (estimation error) of the proposed method depends on several parameters,
i.e., sparsity order k, observation order (number-of-measurements) m, sparsifying basis Ψ,
sensing matrix Φ or measurement matrix A, as well as the measurement noise ε. All
estimations errors are calculated based on the normalized mean squared error which is
defined as (6.1) for signal s and the estimated one ŝ.
en =
‖ s− ŝ ‖2
‖ s ‖2
(6.1)
Figure 6.7 sketches the variation on normalized mean-squared-error en versus the number-
of-measurements m under different sparsity orders k for the ternary measurement matrix
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Figure 6.6: CS-based signal reconstruction. Original signal x is transformed to DCT
domain. An ideal sparsifying matrix is applied to original dense observation signal x to have
sparse representation z. The transformed signal z is recovered from its first k = 64 highest
energy components through only m = 130 measurements. The normalized estimation error
for x̂ and ẑ are en = 0.13 and en = 0.19 respectively.
shown (Figure 2.4), which is in size of 130 × 1024 for our case. The results are averaged
over the 1000 different measurements matrices. To recover the signal in the transform
domain with low recovery error, higher sparsity orders are required. On the other hand,
higher sparsity orders need a higher number-of-measurements in the network to achieve
better performance in signal reconstruction through `1-minimization.
Figure 6.8 shows the compressed reconstruction performance evaluation for the same
signal in the time domain. The results are averaged over 1500 iterations with different
sparsity orders k and number-of-measurements m.
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Figure 6.7: Compressive signal reconstruction in frequency domain for ternary sensing
matrix with Bernoulli distribution in Figure 2.4. To recover signal in transform domain
with less recovery error, higher sparsity orders are required. On the other hand, higher
sparsity order leads to higher number of measurements in the network to achieve better
performance in signal reconstruction through `1-minimization.
6.2.1 Comparison with Kalman Filtering
The Kalman filter addresses the general state estimation problem for a state variable
x ∈ Rn of a discrete-time process with a linear stochastic difference equation:
xk = An×n × xk−1 +Bn×1 × uk−1 + wk−1 (6.2)
From measurements y ∈ Rm that is:
yk = Hm×n × xk + vk (6.3)
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Figure 6.8: Compressive signal reconstruction in time domain for ternary sensing matrix
with Bernoulli distribution in Figure 2.4. We have extra degradation due to sparse selection
of signal in frequency domain.
The random variables wk ∼ N(0, Q) and vk ∼ N(0, R) represent the process and the
measurement noise respectively, that are independent and have normal distributions with
Q and R noise covariance matrices. They are time-dependent but for simplicity, we usually
assume them to be constant [119].
If we compare measurement equation (6.3) with the CS main equation (4.1), we can
rephrase our compressive sensing problem as a state estimation one to be solved with the
classic Kalman filtering approaches. As the measurements for all stations are not available
in consecutive time samples (ti), the input signal state x is only updated based on the
availability of its corresponding components (non-zero values in measurement matrix A).
The CS-based schemes can be easily implemented by a simple sequencer in nodes. Every
column in measurement matrix defines the sequence of measurements (on/off) for each
node in the network. The interval of measurements (i.e., rows in measurements matrix)
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can be set regarding to the signal dynamics. Obviously, shorter measurement intervals are




 y11 . . . y1n... . . . ...
ym1 . . . ymn

In practice, the process noise covariance Q and the measurement noise covariance R
matrices might change with each time step or measurement; however, here we assume they
are constant. Figure 6.9 shows the comparison results for the compressive sensing (CS)
and the Kalman filtering (KF) methods. The sparsity order k = 130 is set for a state
vector in size of the original signal vector. The results are compared for different a number
of measurements. Estimation errors converge to the same values whenever the number of
available measurements increases.
One of the main interesting comparisons between these different state recovery methods
is the computational time required for each. Figure 6.10 plots the computational time of the
methods versus the variable number of measurements. It is noticeable that the processing
time is not monotonically increasing for the compressive sensing as we solve an optimization
problem here with variable convergence time. The Kalman filter has a linear increase in
processing time compared to the number of measurements.
6.2.2 Energy Saving
One of the main goals in utilizing the CS theory is signal reconstruction in a cost-efficient
way. In the wireless sensor network, cost is related to different parameters, i.e., mainte-
nance, deployment, communication and energy costs. Generally, the sensor cost is consid-
ered as a weight vector in size of n that must be optimized in a deterministic or probabilistic
way. In cyber physical systems, communications between sensors and the central station
are usually wireless. In wireless communicationswhen the distance between transmitter
(sensor) and receiver (base station) is much larger than the wavelength of the transmitted









Figure 6.9: Signal reconstruction process; Compressive Sensing vs. Kalman Filtering.
Available measurements at consecutive time samples are used for state vector estimation.
As the number of measurements increase, the estimation error converges to its limit value.
• pr, pt: receiver/transmitter power
• gr, gt: receiver/transmitter gain
• d: distance between transmitter and receiver
• c: light speed
• fc: carrier frequency
Simply, the transmitted power is proportional to the square of the distance between
the transmitter and receiver (pt ∝ d2) [74].
If we suppose transmitter power (pt) as the sensor cost, then in an isometric environ-




2, . . . , d
2
n),
where di is the distance between the sensor and base station.
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Figure 6.10: Signal reconstruction time. The plot shows relative processing time for CS
and KF methods for a state vector in size of 866 from m = 300 measurements. It is
non-monotonic for CS, as an optimization problem is solved with variable convergence
time.
One can save up to 65% in power consumption with a reasonable sparsity order k = 130.
To maintain an acceptable signal reconstruction error using compressive sensing by saving
on power consumption, one can design different a measurement matrix for sensing. The
ultimate goal in designing such matrices is having the minimum number-of-measurements
to maintain a predefined signal reconstruction error.
Figure 6.11 plots the relative power consumption versus the number of measurements
for Non-CS (linear) and CS (i.e., Bernoulli and Gaussian) approaches. Within CS models,
Gaussian measurements matrices reconstruct the signal with fewer measurements in the
same sparsity order.
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Figure 6.11: Power consumption using CS and non-CS methods. Normalized power con-
sumption is sketched vs. to the number of deployed sensors in Non-CS, CS-Binomial, and
CS-Gaussian scenarios. In this results, all sensors have the same operational cost (uniform
cost vector).
6.3 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we proposed an energy efficient state recovery method for large-scale sensor
networks based on the compressive sensing theory. A sparse representation of sensory data
was proposed to reconstruct it later from a few noisy measurements compared to the
number of nodes. The problem was recast as an under-determined linear system and the
sparse solution was provided by `1-minimization. In case of a dense signal in the time
domain, we may transform the signal to frequency domain to have a sparse representation,
so having compressible sensory data is an underlying condition for the proposed method.
We investigated different sensing matrices to have the most energy-efficient state recovery
scheme. The number of components for signal recovery in the transform domain must meet
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the signal recovery error requirements. The performance of the method was assessed for
power consumption and signal reconstruction error through mean-squared-error analysis.
The proposed method can be adopted for large-scale sensor networks with slowly varying
signals that are highly compressible in the transform domain. Applying this method to





The focus of this thesis has been the design and implementation of various statistical
filters to process multimodal sensory data in CPS for mobility modeling. While the use
of such filters in the context of data fusion and modeling is relatively common-place,
their use in CPS for mobility modeling is relatively new, and represents an attractive
option for multimodal sensory systems. Several methods for data fusion and state recovery
from sparse and inconsistent measurements are presented. Finally, an energy efficient
state recovery method is presented. Among these statistical filters, compressive sensing
represents an excellent candidate for processing multimodal sensory data in energy aware
applications.
7.1 Summary of Contributions
In this thesis the benefits of utilizing statistical filtering methods in mobility modeling
have been studied. The thesis attempted to show the efficiency of these techniques in
processing massive streams of sensory data in cyber-physical systems. This thesis makes
several contributions to the field of data fusion and mobility modeling:
• An adaptive particle weighting for multimodal data fusion presented. Since the intro-
duction of optimal estimation for non-linear, and non-Gaussian state-space models,
particle filters have become a popular class of algorithms to solve such problems nu-
merically from recursive observations. Particle filters provide an efficient and flexible
way to approximate nonlinear functions. The efficiency and accuracy of the parti-
cle filters depend mainly on two key factors: the number of particles used and the
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propagation function to re-allocate these particles at each iteration. We proposed a
novel multimodal data fusion approach that applied for localization of mobile users
in cellular networks. First, a series of vision-based algorithms applied to derive a
preliminary mobile user position from monocular vision to augment with estimated
location in a cellular network. These algorithms have been used for feature extrac-
tion, feature matching, perspective-n-point depth inversing. In the next step, particle
filters employed to fuse bimodal radio-visual position estimations via signal strength
and monocular vision measurements. This approach improves the accuracy of sig-
nal strength-based localization methods by augmenting it with visual information.
We show that fusing frequent inaccurate measurements with low-frequent accurate
ones may increase the performance of localization significantly. This fusion can take
place at different processing stages of mobility modeling. The main limitation of the
proposed method is the fact it requires an up to date video capture of the environ-
ment. Although, the experiments show that the proposed method is robust against
environmental changes, it may not be suitable for highly changing environments, for
example, in environments with parked cars, moving people, trees, and buildings that
their visual characteristics (i.e., shape, color, brightness) vary across video instances.
Occlusion can have a significant impact on the system performance.
• A parametric kernel optimization platform for mobility modeling developed. Traffic
estimation and prediction services play a key role in intelligent transportation sys-
tems. The performance of such systems is heavily dependent on the availability of
traffic flow information. The ability of the system to analyze the different types of
floating car data also impacts estimates. We examined the problem of traffic density
modeling in transportation networks and proposed a kernel-based density optimiza-
tion technique to resolve this problem. The weights of the Gaussian mixtures opti-
mized through minimization of the Cramer-von Mises distance between the localized
cumulative distributions of the derived position samples and the points-of-interest
in traffic modeling. The collected position samples of floating car data was modeled
with Generalized Gaussian Density. Then, the distance between the localized cumu-
lative distributions of the probability densities centered at floating cars positions and
points-of-interests was computed. This distance was minimized through quadratic
programming. From these optimized weights, the probability distribution function
around new points-of-interests can be interpolated or estimated. The approach was
applied to collected GPS data to evaluate its performance. The performance of the
system depends on many parameters including the bandwidth of kernels as well as
the trade-off factor on regularization that can be defined in an adaptive way for fu-
ture work. Having a spatial-temporal model also helps us in defining the kernels’
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bandwidth as a Priori in the optimization process. The proposed method can be
easily adopted to model the traffic evolution in urban areas under different traffic
conditions. It can be also employed for congestion detection or movement pattern
analysis indoors using the collected position samples from hand-held mobile devices.
• An Energy-efficient state recovery proposed. The compressive sensing theory has
intensively inspired the development of the new methods and applications. Energy
conservation for every node in the network and the overall power consumption are
key design issues in such networks. In large-scale sensor networks, information is
relatively sparse compared with the number of nodes. In such networks, the state
recovery problem can be stated as a sparse signal recovery problem in the discrete
spatial domain. It can be solved with a small number of linear measurements as an
under-determined linear system by a `1-norm minimization program. We proposed
an energy efficient state recovery method for large-scale sensor networks based on the
compressive sensing theory. A sparse representation of sensory data was proposed to
reconstruct it later from a few noisy measurements compared to the number of nodes.
The problem was recast as an under-determined linear system and the sparse solution
was provided by `1-minimization. In case of a dense signal in the time domain, we may
transform the signal to frequency domain to have a sparse representation, so having
compressible sensory data is an underlying condition for the proposed method. We
investigated different sensing matrices to have the most energy-efficient state recovery
scheme. The number of components for signal recovery in the transform domain
must meet the signal recovery error requirements. The performance of the method
was assessed for power consumption and signal reconstruction error through mean-
squared-error analysis. The proposed method can be adopted for large-scale sensor
networks with slowly varying signals that are highly compressible in the transform
domain. Applying this method to massive sensory data in wireless sensor networks
may improve the resource utilization in many demanding applications.
7.2 Future Work
The integration of multimodal sensory data is critical for over-coming any performance is-
sues related to inaccurate measurements in CPS. This data integration (i.e. fusion) can be
implemented in several categories or levels such as data alignment, entity assessment, situa-
tion assessment, impact assessment, process refinement, and user refinement. We proposed
a method to fuse sensory date at the lowest level (i.e. data alignment). Unfortunately, at
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this level, inaccuracy in data measurements may impact the system’s performance signifi-
cantly. One can improve the proposed method by investigating the sensor fusion in higher
levels (e.g. entity or user). This type of improvement would be a significant enhancement
for this type of system. Other filtering methods than particle filters can be employed to
benefit from their unique features.
There are several problems that can be explored to enhance the performance of the
proposed CS-based methods and applications (i.e. state recovery and positioning). Besides
the main sensor in an application, most of the devices in CPS are now equipped with extra
sensors. The information generated from these sensors can be integrated with the main
sensing measurements. Recent mobile sensory nodes are equipped with high-performance
processors. This allows the mobile nodes to be used in processing the sensory data and
implementation of proposed methods distributively. Thus, the proposed methods should
be extended to fuse the information obtained from extra sensors to improve the system’s
performance.
In addition to using the CS theory to reduce the number of measurements, empirical
models or tracking methods may be used in conjunction to interpolate data when no mea-
surement is available. An empirical model can also be used to design adaptive measurement
matrices for a specific application.
The performance of the proposed methods is heavily dependent on quality of measure-
ments, thus data acquisition plays a key role in all comparisons among similar methods
on the same applications. As a result, only a very limited amount of data sets are avail-
able which can be used to test algorithms. Even fewer experiments have been carried out
specifically for CS-based methods. Experiments must be planned for the near future to
provide benchmarks for compressive sensing algorithms and results from these experiments
can drive future research.
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